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Are you
buzzed?

Come and visit us at Facilities Show
2015, 16-18 June. For complimentary
tickets register at http://bit.ly/1cfYFix
There is going to be a demonstration
of our best skills on display and also
a daily prize draw of exclusive gifts.
We look forward to seeing you all.
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sales@freshground.co.uk
freshground.co.uk
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n last month’s edition we gave you a round up of everything
that is taking place between the 16th and the 18th, including
UBM’s new Innovation Trail. Facilities Show and FMJ have
polled the exhibitors and the wider industry to discover all the
latest trends and innovations to ensure that these will all be on
display from 16-18 June. In addition to the Innovation Trail, the
innovation awards will highlight the best of the best in the three
key categories of most innovative product, service and solution.
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Also make sure to attend the FMJ debate on the 17th. We will be
asking four industry experts about their views on the Talent Gap and
what the FM industry needs to do to prepare.
         
event where we spoke to a wide variety of attendees, exhibitors and
speakers about their expectations for the Show. What they were
looking forward to, what would constitute a successful three days and
       
now. Provided you are at the show of course.
Don’t worry though, not every single page of this mag is devoted
to the Facilities Show. We also bring you a behind the scenes look
at a food recycling site, take a peek at some of the latest trends
        !"#$ %  
We investigate how your choice of materials when kitting out your
& '  
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From Single to Multi-user
CAFM solutions to suit you
Enable your workforce, whatever the size,
with our always connected solutions

Visit FS
I at T
16-18 J he Facilities Sh
une, Lon
ow
d
Stand Q on ExCel
1275

Concept Evolution CAFM & FSI GO
Workforce Mobility from FSI

Let us help change your world.
+44 (0)1708 251900
info@fsifm.com www.fsifm.com

Breakout®
KI’s new modular third space system
Breakout® can transform open spaces and
improve worker wellbeing. Enhancing acoustic
planning, it mitigates noise and visual distractions
whilst encouraging activity-based working.
Its upholstered panels can be assembled to a
variety of heights, shapes and sizes to suit a
multitude of applications - adjacent to, or away
from workstations.
5 year warranty | Made in the UK

T 020 7404 7441
E workplace@kieurope.com
W www.kieurope.com
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We ask our panel of industry experts…
whether the facilities management industry
is prepared for the fall out from the impending skills
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weaknesses in relation to this?
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TO ENHANCE YOUR
MAGAZINE EXPERIENCE.

 Next Month
In July’s edition of FMJ we bring you features
on CAFM and Fire Safety. We take a look at how
sustainability is being pursued in the most
unlikely of places and delve into the world of
workplace psychology. We bring you a feature
that explores the history of the facilities manager
right back to its very earliest days, and, of
course, we bring you a thorough round up of
June’s Facilities Show, held at the ExCel. This
will include summaries of the FMJ debate, the
inaugural Innovation Awards as well as many
other seminars, speeches and events. So if you
have any thoughts or feedback please email:

 charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk
JUNE 2015
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IN MY VIEW

TH!NK FM 2015
David Ward, managing director of Ward Security

STAY VIGILANT THIS SUMMER
Summer conditions can present new risks to
estate security, with longer daylight hours
aiding criminal activity. Statistics show the
majority of burglaries occur in the evening,
with 10 per cent in the morning, and 30 per
cent occurring on weekends.
New security risks occur where we least
anticipate them. In the workplace a simple
change of staff, such as the increased use of
temporary staff to cover employee holidays,
is a good example. This can mean that key
personnel tasked with keeping an eye on
particular areas of their own security are
away for periods, leaving aspects of the
premises vulnerable. Having tight handover
policies and procedures for temporary
staff is important, as the permanent
team will know intuitively areas to check
when something looks out of the ordinary.
Performing a security audit at this time of
year is a good way to refresh knowledge,
recap on security needs, as well as reinforce
to the team the sensitive areas that may
need to be locked down.
A solution is for neighbouring businesses
to work together to spot and check if
windows are closed. Ward Security has
introduced an initiative called Parkwatch
on a number of the business parks where
we have security guards in place. We notify
security issues and encourage them to
use us as a central point to communicate
anything suspicious to the other businesses.
It is simple but highly effective.
So while it is tempting to relax during the
summer, the very act of relaxation can play
into the hands of burglars and businesses
and estates managers need to be just as
vigilant as any other time of year.

Ward Security
t: 0845 872 1327
www.ward-security.co.uk
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he 13th of May big hitters from across the FM
industry gathered at King’s Place in London for
the 5th annual Think FM conference.
The couple of hundred or so attendees were
guided through the day by renowned journalist Daisy
McAndrew, who was heavily involved in breaking news
around Charles Kennedy’s alcoholism and Tony Blair’s
religious beliefs.
First up was Alison Hall, director of change at
Guardian News and Media who explained the key role
FM had played as the Guardian moved from being a
black and white newspaper based in Farringdon to a
@ &  8 4
$#       & 
own desk, and another workspace in a ‘project area,’
    # &  
   R&   
this has been replaced by one of the most modern and
streamlined workspaces in the world.
Next up was M&S’ Munish Datta, head of Plan A and

FM who examined sustainable property portfolios
before everyone trundled back to the networking area
:   -      ; & 
and conversation.
Mid morning belonged to Bill Hancor, director of FM
at Edge Hill University and Monica Parker, founder
 !9   <     
 +Y $ )<- 
about the ‘digital deluge,’ and Jim Hood lecturing the
audience about the human genome project.
In what is fast becoming an annual tradition a BIFM
representative, in this instance Chris Moriarty, CEO
Gareth Tancred having spoken earlier in the day,
further explored the collaboration between the BIFM
and the CIPD.
Finally the keynote speech was given by Andrew
McMillan, who has spent over two decades of his
working life working in customer service for John Lewis
Partnership. “He is widely recognised for developing
John Lewis’ much admired sales and service culture.”
He focused on explaining how to strategically manage
customer experience, understanding exactly what your
FM team can deliver.

THE WORKPLACE CONVERSATION
WINNER IS ANNOUNCED
Following three months of online
discussion which saw over 280
people discuss over 100 ideas
on how FM and HR, and other
professional communities, can
work together

to create
better
workplaces,

a panel of experts for The
Workplace Conversation
have selected the creation of
a Workplace Wiki as the
winning idea.
The proposal of a Workplace
Wiki was put forward by Dan
Pilling, from Pick Everard and
BIFM workplace committee
member, suggesting that the
Wiki would “open up workplace
terminology, demystifying

techniques for measuring and
improving the workplace,
knowledge sharing and promoting
best practice in all its forms.”
Pilling’s idea would enable
strands of facilities management,
human resources, IT, design and
culture to co-exist, and enable
active workplace professionals
to quickly diagnose challenges
and find solutions right for their
organisation.
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QUALITY OF LIFE IS A KEY
PERFORMANCE DRIVER
SAY FUTURE GENERATIONS
Sodexo has revealed at its recent
Quality of Life Conference held in
New York that future generations
see “Quality of Life” as the number
one driver for improving business
performance in the years ahead.

INCENTIVE FM
TRAINS STAFF IN
MENTAL HEALTH
AWARENESS

The Conference took place on Tuesday

INDUSTRY INSIGHT

DATES FOR THE

FM DIARY
16-18 JUNE 2015
www.facilitiesshow.com

5 and Wednesday 6 May, where Arianna
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RICS Strategic FM Conference

Huffington, president and editor-inchief of the Huffington Post, and a
panel of global future leaders headlined

Kensington Close Hotel, London
University of Manchester, Manchester
www.rics.org/strategicfm

sessions at the first international
Quality of Life Conference.
During the two days, Sodexo revealed

JUNE 2015
11-12
The Eco Technology Show 2015

the results of a study of 1,000 students
in five countries carried out by Sodexo
and Harris Interactive. Sixty-nine
per cent of high potential millennials
totally agree that improving quality
of life will have an important impact
on the performance of their future
organisation, versus 57 per cent of
current leaders.

SUSTAINABILITY LIVE
ANNOUNCES REBRAND
Sustainability Live has announced
big news for 2016 in the form of a
comprehensive rebrand.
Next year, Sustainability Live,
incorporating NEMEX and Energy
Recovery will become edie2016, part
of a major rebrand of the whole energy
and sustainability offering of the show
organiser Faversham House.

Incentive FM has partnered with a UK charity
          
and suicide intervention.
Incentive FM’s team at St Stephen’s Shopping
Centre in Hull took part in a successful pilot scheme
ahead of a national roll out across other locations
managed by the company.
Incentive FM was looking for a way to assist
its employees who may come into contact with
someone who has thoughts of suicide. The training
course, delivered by Hull & East Yorkshire Mind,
provided team members at St Stephen’s with
a clear model for suicide intervention and the
       
#   &   
to recognise when a person might be thinking
about suicide and how to respond to a suicide


Extensive third-party research
showed that the audience and supplier
community wanted a single brand to
integrate content across the company’s
whole website, conferences and
exhibition portfolio. The research also
showed the changing of the events
name to edie2016 was the obvious
choice, because www.edie.net has
been a trusted part of the workflow
of 60,000+ energy, environment,
facilities and sustainability professions
for almost 20 years.
The 2015 edition of the show was held
at the NEC and Paul Crewe, Sainsbury’s
head of sustainability, energy and
engineering, said:
“It’s always enjoyable to come to
Sustainability Live. The debate and
discussions in the two sessions I was
able to speak at have been excellent. I
was very enthused to see so many people
in the conference who are here to listen
and to do something post event.”

HSS ANNOUNCES
ACQUISITION OF
ALL SEASONS HIRE
Tool and equipment-hire company HSS has
announced that it has acquired HVAC hire
company, All Seasons Hire Ltd for a total
cash consideration of £11.4 million.
All Seasons specialises in the supply and
installation of temporary, large-scale heating
and cooling equipment, including emergency
boilers for facilities such as schools and
hospitals, and backup cooling equipment for
use by facilities including data centres.
# &   @
conditioning and heating equipment for use
&   +   
HSS’ existing range.
Founded in 2006 and headquartered in
Andover, the business has satellite operations
in Dartford and Birmingham.

AMEX Stadium, Brighton
www.ecotechnologyshow.co.uk

JUNE 2015
29-30
The Facilities Management Forum
Whittlebury Hall Hotel, Northants
www.forumevents.co.uk

JUNE/JULY 2015
30-01
Avex International 2015
Manchester Central Convention Complex
www.avexshow.co.uk

JULY 2015
07
Security IT Summit
Hilton London Wembley
www.forumevents.co.uk

SEPTEMBER 2015
15-17
RWM NEC, Birmingham
www.rwmexhibition.com

NOVEMBER 2015
09-13
Workplace Week
Tours involving some of the UK’s most
innovative workplaces, London
www.workplaceweek.com

NOVEMBER 2015
11-12
EMEX – Energy Management Exhibition
ExCeL, London
www.emexlondon.com

JANUARY 2016
25-26
Facilities Management Forum
Radisson Blu Hotel, London Stansted
www.forumevents.co.uk

APRIL 2016
26-27
Hospital Innovations Exhibition 2016
Olympia, London www.stepex.com

JUNE 2015
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GLOBAL FM

EMRILL CHECKS
IN FOR DUBAI
AIRPORTS DEAL
Emrill, an integrated facilities
management provider based in the United
Arab Emirates has landed a three-year
deal with Dubai Airports to provide
cleaning and janitorial services at Dubai
International Airport.
One of the largest aviation hubs in the
Middle East, the airport is the world’s
busiest regarding international passenger
&+ ~/  
recorded in 2014.

$  %     
to achieve CIMS accreditation in Europe
Principle Cleaning has gained a coveted CIMS accreditation
   E 4   
contractor to achieve it.
Launched by global association ISSA, the Cleaning Industry
)  :$>);  @
based management standard that outlines the primary
characteristics of a successful, quality cleaning organisation.
Geared towards validating and improving the
professionalism of cleaning service providers, the standard
lays out a framework based on management principles that are universally considered hallmarks of
successful cleaning organisations.
3   += B $         
      %     $>)       

DANSKE BANK EXPANDS ITS PARTNERSHIP WITH ISS
ISS has been awarded a major expansion of its existing partnership with Danske Bank, one of the leading banks
in Northern Europe, making it the largest Denmark-based facility management contract to date.
>         Y- 9-Y - 0~ +    
        -   ~//5 
Europe, including Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden and Lithuania. The new agreement is scheduled to begin
0    /02Y -  < +      3    
        
Once fully implemented, the partnership will see over 500 ISS employees delivering services to Danske Bank.

JLL ACQUIRES FIVE D
/         #799   * 
Australia’s largest privately owned corporate real estate outsourced
 " #; 
The combined businesses will span almost 10 million square metres of
property and facilities under management across Australia, for over 11,000
 + 0+///&       
(IFM) services to 60 corporate clients.
The current CEO of Five D, Steve Mackintosh will take a leading role at JLL,
   &  >)#
Five D is being acquired as a wholly owned Jones Lang LaSalle company.
There will be an initial 100-day transition plan in order to integrate the two
businesses.

8

MAY 2015

CUSHMAN & WAKEFIELD AND
DTZ AGREE TO MERGER
  
        
    !  "     
combined organisation become one of the largest global real estate
services companies.
!"       #   "$
will have revenues over $5.5 billion (£3.5 billion), over 43,000
employees and will manage more than 4 billion square feet globally
on behalf of institutional, corporate and private clients. The expanded
& '     " *  & "#  
 "          +
global markets.

Improving your vision
with our solutions.
Working with you to deliver safe,
secure and sustainable projects.
At the forefront of design innovation, we’ve been providing safety and security
for homes, education, commercial and industrial developments for almost 70 years.
Our portfolio includes RoSPA approved, LPS 1175 certiﬁed and Secured by Design
preferred security fencing and gate solutions, environmental noise barriers, storage,
automated access control and decorative timber fencing, gates and landscaping
features; all designed to give a service life well beyond our 25 year guarantee.

Timber and
steel fencing

Vehicle and
pedestrian gates

CPD training

Vehicle access and
parking control

Access control

Cycle, recycling
and fuel storage

Noise barriers

Pedestrian safety
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Call 0800 41 43 43
to speak to an expert
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Find out about our products and services including drawings, data sheets,
Q40s and CPDs at www.jacksons-fencing.co.uk.
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CLEARING HOARDED
%'()%%'(
'*(+%,'4'9(
H

oarding is a relatively common problem in the UK – after all, many of
us keep more belongings than we need – but according to the NHS,
around five per cent of the adult population in this country experiences
symptoms of compulsive hoarding, accumulating clutter that makes their
living space unusable.
In extreme cases, inhabitants may not be able to move from room to room
because of the unmanageable amount of paper, furniture or items in their home
- and worse, if they hoard food or domestic waste, the issue can rapidly become
a serious problem, attracting insects or vermin that may spread to other
     -  +  
It’s a problem that London-based waste collection specialist KwikSweep is
     3 -9 $+
along with a number of other London local authorities, and it regularly assesses
social housing properties where the tenant may be hoarding unsafe amounts
   # 8- 4    * 
Lawal, most jobs typically involve clearing old newspapers and furniture but
       (     + 
4     3      
 +-    (       +  
were dog faeces all over the place, even on the mattresses where tenants were
  +  
So what legal powers does a local council have to remove the waste?
3+     B! #
:0 ;0+ E B #:0/;  ! #: //;
deal with the results of hoarding – perhaps the most commonly used ‘power’ in
E (     B! #:0 ; 
 4  
B      -  -
           
9 $    8- 3 
is also required to liaise with the tenant’s social or case worker in certain cases
         (   

:;9<=;>>+('(+;<?
:;''@(''>X,%'[
)        
working days each as a result of moving
     + 
E5    
manufacturing and heavy industry businesses
say that moving premises is the second most
stressful task they have to deal with (31 per
 ;+   &: 
 ;   :  
 ;+  &  :0  ;
   :0   ;
3 +   //  +
also revealed that moving premises costs the
  )E  /+///  
 +   2    
 3    
actual amount spent on moving and upgrading
new premises as well as the losses caused by the
 

$

\X<( 2015

fully aware of the tenant’s personal situation as well as the current state of the
property, so we’ll look at whether the person has any addictions or mental
health problems, or if there are any dangerous animals present, any hazardous
    3 -  
part of ensuring safety to all parties and we liaise continuously with the council
  +=
Y    + 4  Y  
   +     >  + - 
organised the clearance themselves by bagging everything up for us to take
+ 
9    +      % 
      )       
  +         += 
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4'     
Best practice for clearing hoarded waste
 # -  
 Ensure good communication between all parties – the local authority team,
 -  
 E   BBE   
 If the tenant is present during clearance, always remain polite, considerate
 

Moneypenny has today unveiled its designs for
an extraordinary new £15m headquarters which
aims to “rival the likes of Google and Apple.”

          
      


      

a restaurant and stadium seating.
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views over the surrounding countryside.
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www.uk-electric.net
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CONTRACT WINS & PARTNERSHIPS

EMCOR UK has been awarded a three-year integrated
facilities management (IFM) contract with the
manufacturer of highly technical communications
equipment. The contract which commenced on 1 May
2015, sees EMCOR UK providing IFM services at the
client’s multiple and diverse buildings, totalling in
excess of half a million square feet.
Liverpool based facilities management provider, Vivark,
is celebrating having been awarded securing repairs
and refurbishment work deals at two primary schools
and a rolling contract with one of Merseyside’s largest
recycling operators.

ISS EXTENDS ITS STAY AT THE CAESAR HOTEL
ISS Facility Services has retained its contract with The Caesar Hotel for a further
three years.
ISS began work with The Caesar Hotel in 2010; the renewed contract will see
ISS continue to deliver housekeeping and public area cleaning to the luxury hotel
located in central London.
A restored Victorian townhouse, The Caesar Hotel has 140 rooms, with each
room decorated to a high, minimalist standard with modern amenities. The 4 star
Hotel is part of the hand-picked portfolio of exclusive ‘WorldHotels’.
Noted for its exclusive art exhibitions, The Caesar Hotel is also part of the
Spanish Derby Collection group of hotels, boasting a gymnasium, sauna and two
restaurants serving Spanish cuisine.

SERVEST WINS
CBRE ASSET
SERVICES UK
SECURITY DEAL

     $9E+
has awarded a three-year security
   + 
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FASSET GOES NATIONAL IN A
DOUBLE CONTRACT WIN
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Waste management company B&M Waste Services has
acquired waste services provider, Stockdale & Sons Ltd.
B&M Waste will continue the work of Stockdale & Sons
throughout the North West and encourage continuous
improvement by increasing segregation wherever
possible, in line with ‘TEEP’ legislation.
TC Facilities Management (TCFM) has been awarded
the cleaning contract at a new build Distribution
Centre (DC) located within the Daventry heartland
in Northamptonshire. The contract will see TCFM
providing all area cleaning at the 908,000 square foot
general merchandise facility.
Under an eight-year lease which commences from
1 September 2015, Medway Norse will take over the
cafeterias and catering facilities at the two councilowned country parks in the unitary authority area.
Capstone Farm Country Park and Riverside Country
Park are two of Medway’s most attractive and award
winning amenity locations, with Green Flag status.
Julius Rutherfoord a provider of premium cleaning
services in London, has been awarded a cleaning
contract with Hanover Housing Association, a national
provider of housing and services for older people,
including Extra Care housing.
Eric Wright Facilities Management (EWFM), part of
the Eric Wright Group, has won a contract to provide
facilities management services for a new health centre
in Chester for Fountains Property Management,
following a competitive tender process.
Servest Security, part of the Servest Group, has been
selected by the joint venture ATC (Alstom, TSO and
Costain) as the guarding security provider for the final
system-wide Crossrail project. Under the terms of the
four-year deal, Servest Security will be responsible for
delivering manned guarding and mobile patrol services
to the second phase of this high-profile project.
Galliford Try plc, has announced that its infrastructure
business has, in joint venture with MWH Treatment and
Black & Veatch, been appointed as preferred bidder by
Scottish Water for its non-infrastructure Quality and
Standards IV framework.

Global Leaders in FM and Property
Management Software – Put Yourself in Control
The Complete Solution for all Estates and Facilities Teams
Whether you’re an internal workforce or you’re
managing multiple buildings over a large geographical
area, Qube Global Software provides an end-to-end
view in real time, putting you in total control of your
estates management processes.
Used in more than 300 organisations across industry,
commerce, the NHS and public sector Qube Planet is
available on premise or in the cloud.
Plus our Qube Planet Mobile App – available on Apple
and Android smart phones and tablets – provides
you with the capability to operate a truly mobile
workforce.

“Qube Planet has given our management team
better control… it’s intuitive, easy-to-use and offers
comprehensive functionality that covers the full range
of FM management requirements.
“The people at Qube Global Software have also been
great…all the help they have provided us with, from
the initial implementation meetings to the ongoing
day-to-day support, has ensured we are able to take
full advantage of Qube Planet’s capabilities.”

Visit us on stand Q1130 at the Facilities Show to see Qube Planet –
the complete solution for all estates and facilities teams.
info@qubeglobal.com www.qubeglobal.com +44 (0)20 7726 3200
Used in: Healthcare | Education | Government | Industrial | Office | Leisure | Travel

Andy Oldershaw, Director at AMPM

Experience
a new world
in your
washroom
with the
Airscent
Atom
Transform your washrooms
with our revolutionary new
air freshener:

 Fragrance guaranteed to last longer

thanks to revolutionary new atomising
technology.

 Leaves a lasting impression with a
choice of four fragrances.

 Environmentally friendly – no aerosols
or propellants, just pure fragrance oil.

Experience it for yourself, contact:
T. 02920 809 090 – quote ref Atom1965 | productinfo@phs.co.uk | www.phs.co.uk/atom
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WASHROOMS

SPONSORED FEATURE

The scent of a
good workplace
                     
and guests, contributing to productivity, wellbeing and experience. In this piece, FMJ looks at the
importance of workplace scents and an innovative new development in the marketplace.
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THEGUESTEXPERIENCE
In this article, Anthony Bennett, owner and director of
Bennett Hay, the bespoke hospitality business, explains
the role of the guest experience in delivering facilities
management excellence

M

ore and more businesses
are turning to the hotel and
hospitality sector to gain an insight
into how guests should be treated
while they are on the premises.
Industry research suggests that more
than 70 per cent of a guest experience
is about meeting the emotional needs
of guests. Ensuring that guests feel
great when they’re on the premises
creates a powerful impression of the
business. In the words of the author
Maya Angelou: “... people will forget
what you said, people will forget what
you did, but people will never forget
how you made them feel.”

WHAT MAKES FOR A GREAT GUEST
EXPERIENCE?
The guest experience does, of course,
factor in meeting the guests’ physical
needs. Visitors expect a reception
area to be clean, attractive and welldesigned. They anticipate that there
will be comfortable seating, a range
of reading material, perhaps a live
   R 
arrangements.
What they don’t (always) expect is to
be called by their name as they walk in
the door by a receptionist who smiles
and looks them in the eye; for their
favourite newspaper to be handed to
them as they check-in; to be taken to
their preferred meeting room – the
one where they commented on the
stunning view last time – or to be
presented with a meal which conforms
    >
those types of experiences that create
memories, make the guest feel valued
and ensure the visitor leaves with a
positive impression of the organisation.
Responding to and anticipating your
guests’ emotional needs really sets
an organisation apart because it is
emotions that make memories.
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HOW DO I UNDERSTAND WHAT MY
GUESTS WANT?
Start by researching your customers:
what are their expectations when it
comes to your organisation? What
do they value in their interaction
with your organisation? What does a
great visitor experience look like from
their perspective? What could the
organisation do better to personalise
the current approach and better
engage guests? Where else do they go
(whether for business or leisure) that
they would recommend to others, and
why?
By understanding what they want
and expect, you can deliver, and
exceed, that. And it’s straightforward
  >
be done formally, through customer
feedback, market research and visitor
segmentation exercises, or simply by
talking to your guest during one of
the many typical interactions during a
guest experience. Customer feedback
doesn’t have to mean a formal survey,
a tick-box exercise. Many guests prefer
a more personal, informal approach
through a conversation at a convenient
moment.

HOW DOES THE FACILITIES TEAM
IMPACT THE GUEST EXPERIENCE?
The facilities management team is the
gatekeeper of the client’s brand and
can either reinforce the client’s values
or undermine them.
To provide the ultimate guest
experience, look at where facilities
&  
occupants. By understanding what
happens at each of these guest touch
points (where the guest can form a
view of the organisation, either good
or bad), the facilities management
    & 
&     3

points include: arriving at the reception
desk, being greeted and checked in;
using the washroom facilities; and
having lunch in the company restaurant
     
A survey of the guest touch points
helps organisations to capture how
guests currently perceive their FM
service throughout their building
and indeed how they compare to top
London hotels and their business peers.
Or an exercise can be undertaken,
either internally or by a mystery
 &       
the facility. Results from the survey or
exercise should be reviewed, and used
as an opportunity to brainstorm with
the team how each touch point can be
improved or enhanced.
Each touch point should be reviewed
on a regular basis to ensure that the
organisation continues to deliver
consistent, exceptional service.

HOW TO MANAGE STAFF TO GO
ABOVE AND BEYOND?
A bored receptionist, a lackadaisical
concierge or a grumpy housekeeper
can completely change a visitor’s
experience of an organisation for
  + &  
company’s commercial success.
Achieving great customer service
requires having engaged employees.
Asking employees to deliver
    < 
requiring them to go above and beyond
the call of duty. Money is clearly a great
motivator for people, but a recent
employee engagement study by the
9  
revealed that 70 per cent of workers
don’t need monetary reward to feel
   > 
that employees are more motivated
by recognition and virtual rewards
   

# @     +
for example, reassures employees
that the company is serious about
personal development. Also, making
employees feel that they matter –
through reward programme, team
days, social events etc – is as important
 C   
management is also key. A performance
review process must be designed to
identify colleagues delivering excellent
  C    
excellent service should always be
recognised – and rewarded.

DOES STAFF TRAINING HELP TO
IMPROVE THE GUESS EXPERIENCE?
Five star service doesn’t happen
overnight and all facilities teams will
need training to understand exactly
what they need to do to deliver the
ultimate guest experience. And while
some of that training will be skills
    4 
skills in areas such as security, cleaning,
catering and post-room – much of
it needs to be about attitudes and
behaviours.
Skills training ensures that every
colleague knows what they are doing.
They must have the right skills for
all aspects of their job. They should
know what is expected of them and
the impact they have on delivering
excellent service.
Training that works on attitude
   &
appreciation that simply “good
enough” service is not enough. Every
colleague must know what excellence
is and feels motivated to strive for
it each day. “Dropping the ball” is a
common problem in FM, where several
people may be involved in dealing
with a request or providing a service.
Each colleague must be equipped to
take ownership of every guest request
and follow through to completion.
Managers might work alongside their
teams to coach them in great attitudes
and behaviors or professional coaches
might even be brought in to help
to transform teams and individuals
and to measure the success of the
transformation.
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Getting the light right
FMJ AIMS TO SUPPORT TECHNICAL EXPERTISE IN THE FM MARKET

In this edition of Fast Facts, Mark Salt of the LIA Laboratories
&             
   '         
         * 
How has lighting changed in
recent years?
The principal driver for developing new
lighting technologies has consistently
been a desire to improve energy
       
output for a lower power input. This
enables the required lighting levels
to be achieved with lower energy
consumption.
      
      
including longer life for the lamps
to reduce the maintenance costs
    
consistent colour temperature and
improved colour rendering. All of these
        
generation of LED lighting.
While the light source is usually the
     
  
that use them in order to optimise the
     
 !"   #
      
so the optics of the luminaire need to be
     
performance.
    
    
enabling the lighting to be controlled
      
wasted.
= 9>    & 
"  $" & @
$  !"
electronic technology so that an LED
lighting system is quite complex and
 $   
light sources. A typical LED lighting
system comprises the LED light sources
themselves; LED drivers that convert
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current; the mechanical housing for the
LEDs (including a heat sink) and control
circuitry.
%!" $
and other mechanisms for removing
heat from the electronic circuitry
(perhaps designed into the luminaire)
are particularly important as high
temperatures will reduce light output
and the life of the lamp.

This means there are also a lot of
products entering the market that do
not meet the required standards – yet
they achieve a certain level of market
penetration by being low-priced. Some
 $
that suggests they are compliant with
all standards – and they may also state
performance data that has not been
      

Are there any concerns surrounding
the latest lighting technologies
Given the complexity of LED lighting
      # 
of components and the way they are
assembled is of vital importance as
each of these elements impacts on the
       
positioning of the LEDs within the LED
    
control gear losses and thermal
 &

%  !"  
from the leading lamp manufacturers
    #      
      
'      
on the market that have been designed
to exploit the particular characteristics
of LED light sources to optimise overall
performance.
*   
       
be companies trying to ‘get on the
 +  #   
priced products as the market grows.
-!"  $
has also attracted companies that have
traditionally been involved in electronics
but have no in-depth lighting knowledge
  5  
fully understand the conditions that their
products will be expected to operate in.

How can I be sure that the lighting
G$    " &  G
  O" @
Until recently most of the information
about a particular light source was on
its packaging or buried deep in the
product’s supporting documentation.
This meant there was very little
     
that were made regarding compliance
   
and lamp longevity.
It was for this reason that the LIA
    
-  5  
9-5 :  +  
       
    
This service provides independent
    
#  <!"
modules and control gear through to
luminaires.
=  "   
work – and how do I know it’s
independent?
The testing process begins by verifying
$ 
overvoltage and that components are
mounted correctly – the purpose of
these tests being to make sure that if a
     ' #
tests assess photometry using our

goniophotometer and photometric
      
our specially designed lamp room.
=      
which operates in partnership with
! '  >!'?
   -5
     !'  :  
products are also published on LIA
     
full report details.
Many leading lighting manufacturers
are now using the service to provide
     
test data.
       &
   "   $  
lighting products?
  @  
with your consultant or contractor at
the earliest design stage of a project and
making it clear that you expect them
       
products.
    
    
achieve appropriate light levels and
light quality for your internal customers.
This will ensure the workplace is
visually comfortable and supportive of
 $     $
complaints to a minimum.
!#   
energy-savings you have anticipated
will be delivered in line with the stated
performance of the lighting.
How can I ensure that the products
$  
 
required criteria?
As the client you are in position to
insist that any lighting products used
for a project have been independently
  "  
    
    
or contractor accordingly. It is also
advisable to check that any such
+ 
project proceeds.
$  G &9G9 
  " #   
 & & @
LIA Laboratories Ltd is a wholly owned
subsidiary of The Lighting Industry
Association (The LIA). The LIA is at the
      
areas of the lighting industry in the UK
and is Europe’s largest lighting trade
association.

are you responsible for
the lifts in your building?
are you up to date with how to
fulfil your responsibilities?
clear on what should your lift
service provider be doing for you?

register
Now for your

free

training
session

Join us on Wednesday 17th June at the Facilities Show
for a FREE ‘Lifts: your questions answered’ training session
on lift maintenance and more.
The session will be no more than one hour, but will leave you with up-to-date
information on the latest regulations – in particular the EN81 family and the latest
update of EN81-20, health and safety issues and a ’what happens if?’ overview.
Register now at www.stannahlifts.co.uk/facilities-training
If you haven't already, make sure you register for the 2015 Facilities Show.

Meet the family

Passenger
Lifts

Escalators and
Moving Walkways

Platform
Lifts

Goods and
Service Lifts

Lift
Refurbishment

Bespoke
Lifts

Lift Service
and Repair

www.stannahlifts.co.uk
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Germany, Italy, France among
our main competitors.
So what can we do? Well
the traditional solution over
<   
to import skilled labour, which
is obviously still an option
: 68>B    
Government – this was written
before the May election). That’s clearly
+ 
may well work. But we do need to address the
longer term systemic problem of skills shortages,

This month at the
Facilities Show FMJ will
be hosting our annual
debate. In it we will
be asking whether the
facilities management
industry is prepared for the
fall out from the impending
skills shortage? Where are
the industry's strengths and
weaknesses in relation to this?

In FMJ's regular monthly column, our team of FM experts answer your
questions about the world of facilities management
THE CONSULTANT’S
VIEW
DAVE WILSON CFM,
EFFECTIVE FACILITIES
If there is indeed a skills
shortage – and I’m not 100
per cent convinced that’s
going to be the case – then the
fault for that will lie squarely
with employers, and thus the
remedy too lies with them.
Across a range of industries
– FM is by no means unique in
      % &
a range of trades over the years. Having argued
for, and been granted by government, the
abolition of Training Boards and the
associated levies, it should hardly
be surprising that a predominantly
cost led contracting industry has
been unable to provide for skills
based training. Unpopular as it
might be to some of the more
self-interested employers, re      
re-instituting the Industry Training
Boards would be one obvious
solution. Such a move would support
smaller businesses, provide a career
 &: '  4
column), move us towards a more sustainable
employment base, reduce the use of migrant labour,
and its costs would be largely recovered through modest
fee increases to clients without negatively impacting
competitiveness. So of course it’s not going happen - because
some employers feel that inhibits their competitiveness.
Which may be why UK per capita GDP is behind that of

and if employers as a whole won’t accept compulsion, what
    
3       
--       
of skilled labour to rise as employers have to chase fewer
 &+   3
will normally be passed on, eventually, to buyers of FM
services, although in the meantime it might cause some
   R  
+       
weaker than the larger employers, as well as them not
       
loss, which creates a problem for buyers of services.
 + - &   
business risk – again, for the buyer of facilities service.
Whether its for emergency call-out or compliance with
 %  +  - &
likely to result in unacceptable business risk being
  +     
  +    - &@
line. I suspect some buyers of services will be
    & +
     
from bidding if they don’t have better@ %  &  
programmes in place.
You can see therefore that although the
immediate impact of a skills shortage appears
to be on service providers, in fact all parts of
our industry have a vested interest in resolving
the problem. Whether there is a forum for them to get
together and agree a way forward remains to be seen –
Building Futures would be one such possibility, and RICS
another. What such a way forward would actually be if
not compulsory I do not know – because it seems only by
compulsion can we ensure that all supplier businesses bear a
fair proportion of the cost of solving this problem, which was
avoidable but is now, it seems, imminent. 
Cont. p22

I suspect some
buyers of services will be
prepared to pay a premium to
  +

;< 
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Refreshment.
In an instant.

Aquatap provides a stylish solutio
instant boiling and chilled drinking
water in the home, workplace or
commercial environment.

t 01603 420220
e speciﬁer@heatraesadia.com
w heatraesadia.com

In the UK, 70 million cups of coffee
165 million cups of tea are consum
daily, so for endless refreshments,
Aquatap is the perfect choice.
Compact in design, the modern
tap dispenser delivers boiling,
ambient and chilled water at
the touch of a button.
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THE HR VIEW
C-J GREEN,
GROUP HR DIRECTOR,
SERVEST GROUP
Failing to tackle the impending
skills shortage could have serious
consequences for our industry.
We are at risk of having to pay
much more to recruit and keep
  @    &
who may not even have all of
C-J Green
the skills that we need. This will
inevitably impact our quality of
service delivery.
As I mentioned in last month’s column, I think the industry has
made good progress in mapping out clear career paths in FM for
school leavers and graduates, and we are getting much better
       & 9 
could still do more, collectively, to make FM a career of choice.
While it is important that we continue to work on recruiting
   +      
-  (  -   -  
  #+    
: ;     +   
workforce to be more agile?
3-  -    -  
'    >--
to sheep dipping people and doesn’t necessarily lead to an
 -  &
The industry can be quite incestuous, with people moving
around between companies quite regularly, which can drive
 9    
or new site. I have personally seen great things come of
managers wiping the slate clean and thinking about completely
 &   -    
You will always face a challenge when you are doing anything
-       &  -
for one won’t work for another. That’s why I prefer taking a
multi-tiered approach. Some people want to upskill themselves
  %+    
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Other people don’t want a classroom approach or assessments,
but they do want to hone their skills and progress in other ways.
So you also have to think of ways of upskilling those people too.
A social media platform can be a great tool for discussing
ideas. Servest uses Yammer, an internal communications
   &+   -  
Twitter and Facebook, use Yammer to share ideas about how
      &   
in more traditional ways, such as via their line manger or in
meetings. It’s about encouraging people to share ideas and
have discussions in ways that suit them. With a multi-faceted
approach, every touch point really becomes an opportunity to
-  &
There is an argument that this is a bit of scattergun approach,
and it can be quite frightening or threatening to be rated and
not have any control over what people say. But, given the lack
 R - +>-   
brave in communicating with their workforce. They have to be
consumer driven in the way they approach things.
You could say that the FM industry in general has a history
of taking a traditional, tried and tested approach, and this has
-     9+   
change these days, we also need to be innovating and thinking
&  +     

THE END-USER’S VIEW
GUY STALLARD,
CHAIRMAN, FMA USER GROUP AND THE UK HEAD OF
FACILITIES AT KPMG
The likelihood of a future
skills shortage is an issue
facing business across all
sectors and disciplines as
employment continues
to grow whilst there is
also political pressure
in regards to inward
migration.
Guy Stallard
The facilities
management and
construction sectors have, over the last few years, both used
     - >  &
for catering and cleaning roles is skilled labour rather than, as
portrayed in certain parts of the media, unskilled. Use of skilled
migrants is something the industries shouldn’t be shy about as
 %        
can be provided for them. However, the facilities management
sector now needs to accept that more of the skills gaps will
    -     
recruitment.
Most FM companies of all sizes have good training schemes
and pro-actively develop people to ensure that they employ an
& + &   -   
become the way forward for all employers.
Recently there has been an increasing emphasis on the
need for structured apprenticeship and graduate training
  )    -  &   
routes into the world of business rather than
Cont. p24

CAFM Explorer
an idox solution

The complete facilities management solution.
Reduce costs. Save time. Increase efficiency.
CAFM Explorer is one of the UK’s most widely used facilities management software solutions. Designed to deliver the
functionality you need today and to grow with you as your requirements increase without additional module charges.
A full suite of powerful facilities management applications are all available within the core software::
•
•
•
•
•

Asset Tracking
Cost Control
Help Desk
Planned Maintenance
Reporting Dashboard

•
•
•
•
•

Room Booking
Space Management
Stock Control
Work Orders
Work Planning

Additional web, mobile and engineer functionality is available to complete your solution.

Trusted Worldwide
From sporting venues in the USA to universities in Saudi Arabia, and with over 200 clients in the UK across the
education, healthcare, retail and sporting venues, banking, insurance and service provider sectors, CAFM Explorer
can help you achieve your facilities management objectives, quickly and efficiently.

For more information or a demonstration please call 0870 333 7101,
email cafm@idoxgroup.com or visit www.cafmexplorer.com.
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'  >)     %
 %)
  &   
Service Providers are leading on development of career paths
for FMs but this is something which should also be considered
by heads of facilities management and property in industry.
For instance, at KPMG I have developed a graduate entry
programme into my FM team but I am now looking at similarly
developing an apprenticeship programme.
For FM to continue to attract and retain the best talent on
apprenticeship programmes it is very important apprentices
are fairly rewarded. When they start apprenticeships they are
challenging but this rapidly changes and so should pay to
ensure dignity and respect. Apprentices must never be seen
as cheap labour. I have spoken on many platforms about
how Living Wage professionalises the FM sector. Although
apprenticeships are outside Living Wage accreditation scheme
        
         
“Bank of Mum and Dad” from careers in FM. At KPMG facilities
management apprentices are paid Living Wage for their hours
worked on site.
The facilities management sector needs to invest in
   & 
universities so that school leavers and graduates begin to
see a career in Facilities Management as a great opportunity.
E  &    
understanding of FM and it is important that everyone supports
BIFM, Building Futures Group and RICS in promoting our
wonderful industry.
In the short term Facilities Management sector will feel
pressurised by any reduction in the availability of skilled
migrants. However, if the FM industry is pro-active in designing
training and development programmes the pressure should
disappear in the medium term. I remain really positive about
the future prospects for the FM industry. 

THE COACH'S VIEW
DAVID KENTISH,
DIRECTOR & CO FOUNDER
KENTISH AND CO
I hear the discussion on how the
wonderful world of FM should
reach youngsters at school,
college or university to get them
to choose FM as a career and there
are many in the industry who truly
believe that there really is going
David Kentish
to be a skills shortage, “where are
the new generation of FMs?” I hear
them say.
(      +4' :
you) don’t know it yet.
Every generation of school leavers have aspirations, maybe
some not as high as others, but they all have them.
There are very few youngsters who in their formative years
really know what they want to do as a career and actually end
 ' 4      
same stage in life would you really choose to be an FM when
          
you wouldn’t.
24
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I wanted to play for Spurs and score the winning goal for
  #+>%    
played for school and local clubs, but I never got any further.
Playing in a rock band was great but I never achieved fame
and fortune with a number one hit or a sell-out tour.
How many of you reading this had visions of similar things
when you were younger but life got in the way or maybe it was
the realisation that perhaps your talent should be focused in
another direction, but did you know what that direction was?
I certainly didn’t.
#  ><   + 4
know anything about it, moved around a bit and suddenly I
had a career in it, does that sound familiar?
3    )      
from, services and industries that are at the moment as far as
they are concerned unrelated to the world of FM. Engineers,
tradesmen, secretaries, the armed forces, accountants, etc.
 '  
What is important, is that when a new generation FM
appears in your workplace, make sure that they have access to
the right training, technical and leadership and management
-+     R 
long term impact on business growth.
People are ready to get involved in FM probably when
    #    
someone they know is looking for someone with their skill
set, an article about facilities might spark interest, looking at
 ' +     
people to the industry.
( -    
 '   ) >  4 
should because there will be many people who are looking
for a change or a challenge and I certainly think that a person
       &  - 
will enhance the industry.
! ' Y  ) E)E
hearing about the new technology being built into their “smart
cities” the need for FMs with new skill sets is apparent and
these people will come from sectors that at the moment they
don’t see as being ‘FM’.
Which brings me back to my original point. The FMs of the
     + '   
let them in.

Do you have a question that you’d like answered
by the FMJ Career Clinic?
Email: charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk

FACILITIES SHOW
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FACILITIES SHOW

For months now you have been bombarded (admittedly by us)
with information about what will be happening at June’s Facilities
Show. The various speakers, the launch of the innovation awards
and more. But what is it the people involved will actually be
looking to get out of the three days? FMJ speaks to attendees,
& %     
SERVEST
Kimberly Moss is group marketing manager at
Servest Group, joining in 2015. She says: “This will
      ' 
Servest as group marketing manager this year. I am
       
        +  - 
opportunity.
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managers who are seeking solutions for their
      @ &   

THE TALENT GAP
Finally FMJ will once again be hosting out
annual FMJ debate on Wednesday the 17th of
June at . This year we will be investigating the
 QX  
With tens of thousands of baby boomers set to
 $    
the FM industry is already doing to tackle this
issue, what more needs to be done and what
   
'$    '
Hamilton managing director at ISS, BIFM
non-executive board member Ashleigh Brown,
David Howorth, MD of Mitie Client Services and
CJ Howden, HR director at Servest.
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Sir Ranulph Fiennes
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YMF EVENT WITH
APPRENTICE STAR
FMJ is delighted to be sponsoring
The Young Managers’ Forum’s next
event, hosted by Solomon Akhtar (BBC
Apprentice Finalist 2014) at the Facilities
Show on Wednesday 17 June.
This event is designed to be a light
hearted finish to another busy day at
the Facilities Show so come along and
get inspired by one of the most exciting
young entrepreneurs in the UK.
Following the talk from Solomon we’ll
be retiring to the FMJ stand for drinks
and informal networking where Solomon
will also be joining us.
Start Date: Wednesday 17 June 2015
Start Time: 16:10
End Time: 17:00
Organiser: Young Managers’ Forum
Location: Seminar Theatre, Facilities
Show, ExCel, London
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CONCLUSION
From all the people we spoke to, no one thought it
 -     
&  E  
-   -  
  -        
 
)
3  
   
they were looking
   
 +@ 
    
  
   +  
Sir Chris Hoy
what the options were.
3    -  
 -     + 
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Also speaking at the event will be six time
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We were ErP
ready when mobile
technology was
still a big thing.
Technology has come a
long way since the 80’s. But
one thing hasn’t changed.
Having pioneered condensing
technology over 30 years ago,
Remeha continue to lead the
way. In fact, every condensing
boiler in the Remeha family,
from 9kW to 1202kW, is ErP
ready, right now. Built using
tried, tested and proven
technology. As smart as the
smartest, smart phone. And,
just as user friendly. To find
out more call 0118 978 3434
or visit remeha.co.uk/erp

It’s a wonderful world, let’s keep it that way.

SUPER HEROES

3 WAYS

TO CLEAN

CARPE T WA S H IN G

1 SPOT CL EAN
2 EVERYDAY CL EAN
3 TARGE TED CL EAN

FROM VA X COMME RCI AL

SUPPORTING BRITISH DESIGN

OUR SUPER HERO CARPET WASHERS AND DETERGENT HELP YOU TO HIT TOUGH DIRT HEAD-ON. WHETHER YOU NEED A QUICK
SPOT CLEAN, AN EVERYDAY CLEAN OR AN ADVANCED DEEP CLEAN, CALL US TO FIND OUT HOW WE CAN OFFER YOU THE PERFECT
SOLUTION FOR CLEANER CARPETS.

TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT OUR COMPLETE PRODUCT RANGE, PLEASE CONTACT:
+44 (0) 121 347 6047

sales@vaxcommercial.co.uk

vaxcommercial.co.uk

@vaxcommercial

FMJ.CO.UK

CLEANING

SPONSORED FEATURE

When vacuuming
isn’t enough…
Sometimes, just clean enough, isn’t good enough. And now the world is 24-7, we expect things to be done faster, better
      =       % >"    >
we can get the job done quickly and move onto the next thing. Vax Commercial understands that caring for your business
is important. Vacuuming carpets and upholstery is just the beginning – keeping them really clean and stain-free means a
whole new cleaning routine. And Vax Commercial is here to make it that little bit easier.

I

t’s now easier to get the results you
want thanks to the range of brilliantly
performing carpet washers from Vax
Commercial. There’s nothing more frustrating
than a machine that is unintuitive, complex
or doesn’t give you the results you’re looking
&+ #       
stains on carpets or cleaning multiple rooms
on the clock can be time-intensive and
costly - if you don’t have the right tools. Each
machine in the range has been designed to
make cleaning carpets and upholstery easier.
Four machines mean four ways to clean! Spot
clean, everyday clean, targeted clean or an
advanced deep clean.
“Washing helps to keep carpets more hygienic
by removing tough stains, reducing allergens
and neutralising bad odours,” comments Tara
Humpherson, Product Manager. “As all Vax
Commercial’s carpet washers can also be used
-R+ 4   
quickly clearing up any accidents to prevent
    

DESIGNED TO WORK WITH YOU
Launching this summer, the new VCW-06 carpet
washer has been designed to give great cleaning
results but also work with the user. This gives
 4   @
ultimately - easier to use.
“This brand new innovative machine is the
   @    +3
3  '  -
     B+
     & 
tables without moving everything around.”
The VCW-06 has all the brilliant deep cleaning

       "$ 
 3 <   
deep cleaning, while its superb extraction sucks
dirty water, leaving carpets drier,” says Tara.
  +   ( 
designed it to be simple: easy to set up, easy to
use, easy to maintain and service. Its compact
modular tank system means it’s easy to store
-4 
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comes with a hose and SpinScrub™ wash tool so
smaller stains on carpets, stairs and upholstery
can be targeted too.

FOR ALL TYPES OF CLEAN
     
    + "$(@/
    
   <   +
       - 
to a minimum. “Providing these advanced deep
cleaning and quick drying technologies at such
   -  "$(@/
unique in the market,” explains Tara.
The lightweight and compact VCW-02 is a
  %-@     +
 >4  - 
accidental spills and treating stubborn stains,
plus the wash tool and hose can be clipped
neatly to the machine so it’s easy to carry one  -     
cupboards.
"$ 4   
cleaning solution has a super strength
   &
 +  <
3(  

 +   
      
clean as it looks.

ABOUT VAX COMMERCIAL
Vax Commercial has a simple mission –
to make cleaning easier. Through their
     + @
 < @  +  
   4     
the way.
"$   33C
– a world-class leader in the design,
  -   R +
power tools and outdoor equipment. Being
a global organisation has considerable
   - 
product design, development and
       
to meet consumer needs.
9     68+  
extensive national distribution and support
network with local stock holding. Their
tiered support service starts with local sales
 +&   +  
 <  
support.
All Vax Commercial products are covered
  4+<
service and in-warranty replacement or
 3 68@     
experts on hand 7 days a week ready to help
with any query – big or small.

To understand more about how you can benefit, or for further information, please call 0121 347 6047,
email sales@vaxcommercial.co.uk or find us on Twitter @vaxcommercial
JUNE 2015
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CASE STUDY

SUGARICH

Food for
thought
When food is manufactured, there is inevitably some left over. Crisps that are the
wrong shape, cereals that have broken, biscuits that are too heavy. For whatever reason
this perfectly good food is deemed not worthy of human consumption. Have you ever
wondered what happens to it? It isn’t just thrown out if that’s what you were thinking,
      %   [ 

D

espite the modern fascination with
eliminating waste and creating a
wonderfully fair society, over a third of
all the food produced globally still goes to
waste. However, on a quiet, unassuming
site near Northampton, SugaRich are
doing more than their bit to right this
wrong.

3 &+ '  
 +  5 
     + 
       
create a circular economy.
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Paul Featherstone is procurement director
   )*+  0
such sites nationwide. He is a man who is
clearly passionate about what his company
 +     
things to say to facilities managers and the
FM industry in general. Featherstone studied
agriculture at college and is chairman of
 E  &B 
Association.
3      +
any produce that doesn’t meet the food
industry’s rigorous requirements (this can

mean anything from the wrong shape to
the wrong weight or torn packaging…) can
be fed to animals instead. It is a circular
economy and the entire site is zero to

)      &+ 
 ++ -   +
confectionery have a very high nutritional
      % +
  #<  - 
their feed safety and traceability and
   +  
these into high quality ingredients for use in

FMJ.CO.UK

SUGARICH

 +    
not up to scratch.
3 @4  +
the waste from one product is used in the
-   +   
economic gains to businesses and long term
     

LEGAL
The company has manufacturing sites across
the United Kingdom and manages to deliver
 /+///     
single year to 254 food factories. This works
~+2//  -+0+// 
a day.
        
 %     
to. Anything designated for feed use will
   @     + 
rules have to be very strict.
9      
9   
   !    E6
0 //2
Hygiene standards are very important
    &
Products no longer intended for human
+    
  + -   
 + 
and from a supermarket returns depot or
food manufacturing plant.

LAYOUT
3  )* + - +
divided into two distinct spheres. Wet and
Dry. Any waste food that is considered
‘wet’ has to be dried out before it can be
converted into animal feed. To make this
happen the food is fed through the largest
drier in the country. The reason is food with a
high moisture content is far more perishable.

CASE STUDY

Think the food you keep in your fridge versus
the food you keep in a cupboard.
Dry food is ready immediately. Great
mountains of waste (or resource if you
prefer) is piled up Himalaya-like in
 4+    
as part of an ingenious system until new
mountains of animal feed are ready to serve.
Any packaging that has become mixed in
with the food is also separated during this
process.

FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
3    
 4   )
First of all there is the relevant aspects of
 +   
average facilities manager. Then there is the
interesting story of how they operate and run
their sites across the country.
Every person in the FM industry is well
aware of how companies have looked
     $ $+
   &  
has been cut. FMs also bemoan how they are
expected to provide a higher quality service
with a smaller budget.
( +     
-     4-
     <  
as a resource.
Any facilities manager will know that
there will inevitably be waste produced
     *
any FM who oversees a sizeable catering
 -  <  
is unavoidable.
Featherstone and his colleagues at
      
looking to do something productive (and if
 + ;   
&!      
people in some way “even if it is a simple
referral.”
3       +
     +  
)    +'
something to be disposed of. “It is much
    +
because recycling and green initiatives are so
much more common place.”
!      
  &    +
$     
 -  ( 4 +
- +     9 
do it very well.”
9 )  
    +  
'-   +   +
 + +    
 +   
usual way.
Where things get more interesting is in
terms of pest control. As you would expect
JUNE 2015
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Even more bizarre is the fact that the diet of these farmyard animals is likely to be far more
balanced than yours or mine.”
 + 
  ' )
managers aren’t all that keen to discuss
 +      
upfront. “It would be ridiculous not to
+  =-    
 -     
 +   

FAST FACTS
 SugaRich have 26 trucks and 52
trailers in the UK.
 Between them they travel 4 million
km per year.
 They deliver 380,000 tonnes a year of
animal feed.
 Delivering to 254 food factories.
 Feeding over 150,000 animals across
the UK.
 They are split 2/5 cattle, 2/5 pigs and
1/5 poultry.
 13 manufacturing sites across the
country.
 The largest site handles 200,000
tonnes p.a
 The smallest only six or seven tonnes.
 80 staff at the largest site, working
24/7, 365 days a year.
 200,000 tonnes p.a is: 7,500 tonnes
per week.
 Or 1,300 tonnes every single day.
 This involves 64 trucks loading and
unloading daily.
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guns to ensure they provide the perfect
  !-  +  
  +       
several feet underground surrounding the
compound to prevent animals tunnelling in.
Featherstone’s straightforward attitude
   '  
        
many food manufacturers have moved their
   +
Eastern Europe . As the “resource” is still
     68
they understandably get their fair share of
stowaways to smuggle themselves into the
country. Prevention is something that the FM
team constantly have to get involved in.

THE PRODUCT
      4
      +
+    
than the food on your table each evening.
Misshapen crisps or overweight biscuits

       +
whereas the ingredients in your dinner have
sat on warehouse and supermarket shelves
- )*
       - +
      + 
we can’t claim to have tasted it.
Even more bizarre is the fact that the diet
of these farmyard animals is likely to be
far more balanced than yours or mine. The
food produced contains plenty of necessary
    +   
  + -+   
those animals that depend on it.

ADVICE
    
     
top of this Paul Featherstone is a man with
a great deal of interesting things to say.
# ) + 
E6+    $ 
worthwhile visit.
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INTEGRATED
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Facilitating the Future
Consultancy and Contract Management
Delivering Commercially Sustainable Environments
Our approach will make you stop and listen. Your drivers and priorities are the foundation of
a partnership designed to improve your service and protect your brand and reputation while
reducing costs. We deliver a service your way not our way and continue to review and deliver it
this way as your business grows and changes.

Visit us at the Facilities Show, stand: Q1125. ExCel London. 16th-18th June.
www.helistrat.co.uk

|

enquiries@helistrat.co.uk

|

023 9312 1314
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WELLBEING

FEELING
GOOD…
Wellbeing has been the buzzword of the FM industry recently, and
everyone in the western world has heard tales told of Google’s HQ
and its various eccentricities. But what are more ordinary, everyday
     \% 

T

here are few issues more prominent
 $      
Go to any conference in the FM or HR
 $$]     O " 
 $ ^ & 
_  ] " #  $   #"
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SICKIES
B$+)Y B   +
Physio Med, starts of by providing a telling
statistic. “Almost one million employees
-    -&   
- (+
     
wellbeing of their employees?
“Employers are increasingly looking for
      +
$  (-   
posing a major problem in the workplace,
many businesses are placing the health and
wellbeing of employees at the top of their

priorities list.
“More than 130 million working days are
being lost to sickness absence every year
in the UK, costing the economy £100 billion
a year.
“It is a general misconception that
Musculoskeletal disorders (MSD) are mainly
caused by physically demanding jobs, but
almost 30 per cent of reported workplace
' & @ '
Something to bear in mind.
“The debilitating impact of MSD’s is far
  +$  5
the employee in considerable amounts of

FMJ.CO.UK

WELLBEING

From an employer’s
point of view, providing faster
access to physiotherapy
delivers great results in terms
of reduction in sickness
and absence”
+    5!  
averages at 14 weeks. This waiting time can
mean employees being absent from work or
operating at reduced levels of productivity,
which clearly has an impact on both the
employer and the employee.

“Employers are facing increasing pressures
   
rates and employee wellbeing.
“The most recent innovations see
  -   
  &    
provides faster access to physiotherapy
services, enabling them to reduce employee
discomfort and minimise associated
absences. This faster access also improves
- & +    
to work, reducing the risk of further absence
due to injury recurrence and providing
education on injuries.
“And, even more importantly, these
  <     
to make treatment less intrusive into
the working day and the private lives of
 
  -( 
at Physio Med there is an established
system that means employees can be
contacted by the Physiotherapy Advice
Line (PAL) for telephone triage within hours
of referral to ensure they are clinically
appropriate for treatment. They then
quickly receive an initial assessment call
from a senior chartered physiotherapist,
       @
based clinical questions and movements
to facilitate diagnosis. They are then either
     @@    +
the majority of cases, receive a tailored
rehabilitation package, which provides
guidance, education and rehabilitation
techniques in video format to enable the
   @  
$       
major advantages of this online service
is that employees can self manage their
condition at a time that suits them.
Employees are provided with an individually
  @   @  
     +
communicated via comprehensive
     +  
a computer, smartphone or tablet.
3R     
means employees aren’t tied down
to appointment times, improving
overall sense of wellbeing.
“The advantages are not limited to
just employees. From an employer’s
point of view, providing faster access
to physiotherapy delivers great results
in terms of reduction in sickness and
  + &   
“The majority of patients remain at or
return to work when they might normally be
 + <  < '
ten days with a reported average reduction
       
dairy producer reported that 86 per cent
  &-   
returned to work, alongside a 28 per cent

FOCUS

increase in productivity and function which
equated to 1.4 days per person per week.
“The average return on investment is more
0/0       
  @@@ +
scalable service which allows businesses of
     
9-  & 
anyone in almost any job role so having a
 &     
employees deal with it while minimising the
impact on a company makes sound business
  3   
comes to improving employee wellbeing,
reducing sickness absence should be at the
   4 

MONEYPENNY
Another company with lots of interesting
thoughts on the topic of wellbeing
is telephone answering specialist,
)  9 ( 
Moneypenny were voted a top 5 ‘Best
$(-4 68+  
 + 3 @ 4
companies list.
Julie Hulme, Moneypenny’s business
development manager for the FM sector,
describes the company’s approach to
wellbeing, and the little things that make all
 &    '
3        
of being comfortable, healthy or happy
  ( -
&   -     
elements in our lives but how does that
translate to the working environment?
“It’s probably obvious that the wellbeing
      & 
 -    (-
6  /0&  
suggesting that happy people are 12 per
cent more productive than their unhappy
counterparts. The Harvard Business Review
         
could be as high as 31 per cent, linked
to three times greater creativity. Both
recommend that managers should strive
to create emotionally healthy working
environments.
( 4     
at Moneypenny, but what our founders –
brother and sister Ed Reeves and Rachel
$      
back in 2000 was a workplace ‘people would
want to work in and a company people
would want to work for’. It’s an incredibly
simple concept but one that holds as true
today as it did then – even as we have grown
from a workforce of two to over 400.
$         
@      
– especially when it’s a busy environment
with daily demands. All the more reason to
JUNE 2015
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keep things fresh and think about the small
 -  &    
way people feel about their work.
#<    + 
it’s about the little things and not taking for
granted what we see and do every day. The

  (   
over aptitude and are very proud to have
   -  
15 years on as we continue to work hard to
maintain the ‘family feel’ of those
early days.

Every employee is given a birthday cake to share with
colleagues, and with 400 of us, that’s a lot of cake!”
)  &    
with bright airy rooms while the ‘playroom’
&  &  -
(with lots of sweet treats too!) and a large
  (-  
  R  
with a nominal value of £10, is given out
       &+
and saved up until such time as a team can
&     
   

COMMUNICATING
Moneypenny acknowledge the massive role
&  -  
&
$ 
people feeling happy in their work. The
management of Moneypenny has always
    + 
and mutually respectful way and that’s
an important base for creating a positive,
healthy environment where people feel
valued, able to speak their mind and
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)  40/$ 4
-     &
employees go to on a daily basis for our
  @   
backed up with regular update emails from
our MD, provide an important arena for
     
note ‘The Khazi Times’ posted on toilet
doors, and notices on lunch tables are
fun and informal ways of disseminating
core values and company news quickly
and easily as well as displaying employee
 $-  %
commodity at Moneypenny. Every employee
is given a birthday cake to share with
colleagues, and with 400 of us, that’s a lot
of cake!
  4    
  &   
cared for, starting with a decent salary and
    
   4
  R 
&(    +  
     #< 0 

4  &- 
advantage of an interest free loan if they
need a helping hand with something and we
    4   
  - &-
    
       
critical of ourselves and seek to improve.
     
is that we each have humility and never
  +( 
  )*4   
acknowledge our employees’ commitment
to our principles in any sphere of work
or life at Moneypenny, and we dedicate a
parking space and a star on our ‘walk of
fame’ to employees who have worked for
)   0/  ( 
know how to party and that’s great for
team spirit.
“All senior managers share the approach
that ‘people matter’ and to ‘treat others
as you would want to be treated yourself’,
     
  @ 
 (   
on special days like Valentine’s Day and
Easter like leaving red roses, lottery tickets
and Easter eggs on desks, and if it’s a sunny
summer’s day our MD might call up the
local ice cream van for everyone to have a
free ‘99’ on Moneypenny. Little, thoughtful
  - &   
      
 Y   +0~2< 
     -
  &   
“Team building at Moneypenny largely
    & - 
throughout the year to do our bit for charity
and we regularly see decorated desks to
        
past year we’ve had an added focus as every
   & '    
sort to celebrate our 15th birthday – from
zip wiring or underground trampolining in
<   
   @ 
a black tie celebration bringing everyone
  (     
happiness to the fore, we are always up
to something (not always having to cost
 ;    @ 
      
4@
“It’s important not to forget those taking a
career break too to help them still feel part
of the team. Mums on maternity leave are
encouraged to come into Moneypenny with
   <   
playroom being full of prams and bottles!
(     
 - & 4
allows the rest of the team to share in the
      

ESG’s Built Environment Services
at the Facilities Show 2015
ESG delivers peace of mind to businesses, by helping them to conform to their
health and safety obligations and manage their environmental risks.
ESG’s Built Environment Services team will be on stand to provide their technical
expertise regarding the following services:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Health & Safety
Asbestos management
Environmental monitoring
Occupational hygiene
Water treatment and legionella consultancy
ESG’s digital management system

Join us on stand P1350
www.esg.co.uk
sales@esg.co.uk
0845 603 2112

Are you ready for winter? We are...
The last few winters were some of the mildest – and wettest – on record. According to forecasters though,
El Niño is back and is set to wreak havoc on our weather. This could mean we’re in for a harsh winter in
2015-16 – if so, are you ready?
De-ice is one of the UK’s longest-established and leading winter gritting and snow clearance specialists.
We provide winter maintenance services, helping to keep businesses, hospitals, schools and retail outlets
safe and open during extreme weather. In the event of a possible claim, De-ice customers can rely on an
extensive service audit trail in order to evidence that a site or an area was fully serviced.

Come and visit us on stand M1300 at the 2015 Facilities Show
or visit us in The De-ice Bar where we will be sponsoring the
networking bar and VIP lounge. There is plenty of seating and
it’s an excellent venue for meetings, coffee or lunch.

www.de-ice.co.uk

Tel: 0845 2413020
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WASHROOMS

FMJ investigates how the correct choice of materials when designing your
washroom can not only create an aesthetically pleasing environment, but also ensure durability for years to come

T
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In this article we investigate how FMs, architects and contractors can use
the correct materials to create not just a functional, but pleasant room. By
talking to industry experts we bring you advice on how to make that room
last for years.

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
As with any other room in a building, when designing a washroom you have
to consider the purpose for which the room is designed. However pleasant or
40
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unpleasant that might be.
Commenting on the importance of aligning washroom design and facilities
    -  +5 $ +  & 
Depot, says:
(-       &
as well as customers or visitors. A survey by Initial Cleaning reveals that UK
& -  -  0  
year – a total of almost two days solid. Since a happier workforce is a more
productive one, creating a rewarding company culture does pay and companies
are ingraining that culture in washroom design choices.
“It helps to start with selecting a design appropriate to the branding and
     +     
for a traditional look that conveys reliability where younger startups may prefer
an edgier, modern design that embodies a creative workplace culture.
“Businesses must also strive to meet the needs of a modern workforce –
for example, providing showers and changing facilities for those who cycle

FMJ.CO.UK

to work. It might also be worth thinking
about whether to opt for unisex washroom
facilities as this can cut back on the cost of
installing separate amenities.
“Finally, it is important to factor in how
easy the space will be to clean and maintain
before making a decision about which
design is most suitable. Classic features
  &   
modern design is sleeker and therefore
easier to maintain. Moving forward, it will
be imperative to implement a strict cleaning
rota that is reviewed on a regular basis.”

MATERIALS
But what about the nitty gritty of the
  #<  -  
room, whether it be traditional, minimalist
or anything in between, is all well and good,
but if everything is made out of cardboard,
well… Things can be designed as “cleaneasy” in terms of layout and shape et cetera,
but if they are made of coal…
Okay, so that might not be a serious or
fair comment, but the materials used are
<    + -
goes into choosing them. Trevor Bowers,
director at leading washroom design and
manufacturer, Washroom Washroom,
explains in more detail.
3       
demand for materials not traditionally
associated with washroom design as new
    
an increasingly crowded marketplace. This
doesn’t need to come at the expense of
practicality and that by careful selection of
materials, it’s possible to create a washroom
that is as aesthetically pleasing as it is
durable.
“Solid Grade Laminate (SGL) is an obvious
choice when durability is a key consideration
for washroom cubicles, vanities and
ducting. As well as being durable and easy
 +4  &
highly resistant to water. While it can be
manufactured in a wide range of colours,
it’s not the only option available to those
looking for a durable washroom solution
delivered with style.
“Glass may be seen as too delicate
for cubicle doors and other washroom
components where durability and safety is
a deciding factor over and above design.
But that’s not always the case, as specially
toughened glass is an ideal way to provide
   +
clients are looking for, without the need to
compromise on performance. Such products
can also be back-painted to complement
any design scheme. On one recent project,
Washroom Washroom installed backpainted, specially toughened iglass to the
vanity splashbacks, integrated duct panel
system and urinal partitions, using two

WASHROOMS

contrasting colours to create a unique space.
“Anodised aluminium is another way
to extend the lifespan of washroom and
changing area facilities. The anodising
process is unique amongst surface
treatments as it integrates totally with
the metallic substructure rather than
simply being applied to the surface of the
aluminium. As the anodic layer enhances the
natural qualities of the aluminium, it helps
provide an exceptionally durable surface
resistant to water and humidity, as well as
   
       
to the surfaces of cubicle doors, duct
panelling and splashbacks, can further
enhance the design as well as bringing
      
The innovative Page Lacquer coating, for
 +   @  
    
incredibly durable. The fact that any future
wear and tear can be simply repaired and
re-polished in situ makes it an ideal choice
for commercial sector clients as it minimises
the inconvenience associated with future
maintenance and repairs.
“It’s vital that washroom vanities are
robust enough to withstand the rigours of
 &  ' 
cubicles. There are a number of materials
including Corian, Silestone and Staron
which are ideally suited for this purpose.
All three are available in a wide range of
attractive colours and textures, enabling
clients to create a completely bespoke
washroom space that is as hardwearing as it
is aesthetically pleasing.
“Solid surface Corian, which is highly
durable and easy to clean, can be cut to any
shape and joined with inconspicuous seams
to produce a perfectly neat appearance
and remains a popular choice within the
commercial sector. Manufactured from
natural Quartz, Silestone is naturally
resistant to stains and scratches and also
boasts anti-bacterial protection while Staron
is both non-porous and stain resistant as
well as being easy to clean and maintain.
When applied using a special unique Staron
adhesive, it can be joined with no visible
seams or crevices to form a totally smooth
and hygienic surface.”

HYGIENE
Esther Hooley, chief sales & marketing
&   Y  3   
Ltd (FDT) thinks however that the most
important consideration when laying out
your washrooms is hygiene above all else,
a position that would be very hard to argue
against, assuming that, for some bizarre
reason, you wanted to.
“Hygiene makes the washroom
environment perhaps the most important

FOCUS

  R  
corporate reputation. The considered choice
of materials when designing and specifying
new or existing washrooms is therefore
   + 
lasting positive impression.
“Some of today’s cutting edge washroom
products and technology gives the facilities
manager a helping hand to create and
maintain this impression. At the same time
certain products also support the company’s
environmental credentials and can even
help reduce their carbon footprint.
“For example, our Oxy-Gen powered
Viva!e fragrance dispensers are made from
B93   +
it also makes dispensers tougher and
therefore more durable when compared
with some made from PT. PBT also provides
better resistance to stains. This makes for
dispensers that not only look good but
are more reliable and have a longer life
cycle too.
“New-age fragrance technology
such as that used in Oxy-Gen Powered
JUNE 2015
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Unfortunately, many of the designs of older washrooms are
^         +
dispensers provides consistent full strength
fragrance for 60 days without the need for
environment-damaging aerosols. What’s
 +     
fragrance oil, are free of harmful emissions,
   0// 
cent recyclable.”
Emma Gilroy, digital marketing manager
at Direct 365 agrees that hygiene is massively
important, saying:
“Unfortunately, many of the designs
   R 
actually spread germs instead of killing
them. Cross contamination can take
place when a person uses the facilities,
washes their hands and then touches a
contaminated object again, such as a tap
  &
         
washroom technology is that it is much more
   & 

WELLBEING
However Gilroy also insists on the
   4 & 
your business’ success, particularly through
&   
!<   
that your washrooms have on your business?
It might not be the most exciting of topics,
but the state of Britain’s washrooms needs
to be addressed. Recently there has been
a huge surge of companies wanting to
   -  & 
&  +
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implementing more colour, plants and
creative spaces for employees to work and
enjoy.
“However, any good FM will realise that
there is little need to splash out on an
  -&     
neglect your washrooms. It’s unavoidable,
        
 &     
if employees are exposed to outdated or
unhygienic washrooms. So how do they
- &   
> &
   !    &  
been linked with increased productivity,
a greater sense of job satisfaction and
of course company loyalty, so it really
is in a business’ best interests to hit the
hypothetical nail on the head.
“People like bright, modern facilities
and open spaces. While the size of your
washroom is not something you always
have control of, you can use tricks to make
the space appear bigger such as having big
  
Install modern appliances, such as big sink
bowls and trendy looking taps and swap the
 R    R
  & >4  
of the room as it is the appearance. Aside
from regular cleaning, keep your washroom
smelling pleasant by installing an automated
air freshener.”
James Clark, Airdri’s group commercial
director, gives this general advice:
“A product that isn’t built to meet the

needs of multiple end users won’t survive
in the market long–term. Every decision
made during the design cycle of a product
has the potential to include or exclude
customers. Looking at the washroom sector
  +<    
is intimidated by the loud noise emitted
from dryers or excluded from entering the
washroom because poor product design
and physical placement limits their ability to
navigate the facilities.
“Sustainable hand dryer products should
be designed to ensure that everyone can use
them – those using wheelchairs, children, the
elderly, the partially sighted and the hard of
hearing alike. Failure to correctly understand
the users can result in products that exclude
people from the washroom unnecessarily
and leave many frustrated.
“Airdri is committed to breaking down
unnecessary barriers in the washroom.
3<      
intimidated by sound levels, poor design
and physical placement of products. The
shape, size, power or noise of some dryers
can deter people from using them, which has
  &     
Our aim is to produce a range of innovative,
inclusive products that accommodate the
unique requirements of every organisation
and their end users.
“When companies are investing in new
products, reliability and durability are
essential. The longevity of a product is
critical to today’s purchasing decisions. This
is built carefully into the design stage of all
our hand dryers, helping to cut your running
costs and keep the number of dryers sent to

Mike Sullivan, managing director of GOJO
Industries added:
“The right products and systems can
play an invaluable role in the promotion
of healthy hand hygiene behaviour, but in
order to be truly successful, they need to
combine good aesthetics, accessibility and
ease of use, whilst being equipped with
  &     
formulations. The use of innovative
technology also helps, and that’s why touchfree dispensers are proving so popular. These
intuitively sense the presence of hands and
dispense just the right amount of product
every time. The fact that they are touch-free
also increases their hygiene rating.
E&   +
so only those companies who can prove
  &     
rubs against germs through independent
      
“Dispensers that look good and are easy
to use are bound to be more popular and
customers will welcome using products that
both look and feel good and this can play
a major role in encouraging healthy hand
hygiene habits.”

FMJ.CO.UK

LIBERTY HYGIENE

SPONSORED FEATURE

FORGING REPUTATIONS AND BRINGING INNOVATION
Over the last seven years, Liberty Hygiene Limited has gone from a regional washroom service provider to one of the
most established and respected companies within the industry. Exacting customer service standards, exceptional
levels of professionalism and the complete dedication to meet the demands of all of our customers has put Liberty
at the very top of the list when it comes to quality, reliability and adaptability.

T

hanks to a fantastic working environment and
a demanding recruitment process, each and
every member of the Liberty team is completely
committed to this ethos and truly carries this
pride in their duties with them throughout their
working day.
From the very beginning, Liberty had set out to
provide unparalleled standards of service, believing
that this was by far and away the most important
thing to the companies and organisations we would
be working with. We are very proud to have the
reputation in the market as the “go-to” company
when it comes to the top end of the market. As
such, we have been selected to work in some of
the most famous buildings and institutions in the
world, including Windsor Castle, 30 St Mary Axe (The
Gherkin), Lloyd’s of London, Mediterranean Shipping

Company, The Royal Air Force Club and 20 Fenchurch
St (The Walkie-Talkie), Emirates Air Line (Thames
cable-car), as well as a multitude of private banks,
   + R
We also believe that innovation is the lifeblood
of business, and that it is imperative that we
remain ahead of the curve so that our clients are
able to do so too. We are currently implementing
a truly 21st century service solution, which leaves
current practices, such as barcoding and standard
paperwork, totally redundant. All of our service
drivers will be furnished with tablet devices which
carry the precise breakdown of all works required.
Once our service has been carried out, we can
present the record to the site contact, capture a
signature electronically, log the complete work and
make any amendments or adjustments in real-time.

Our clients will also have the option to receive a PDF
of the signed service sheet, meaning there will be a
continual record of service available.
)-    
customers (including small private enterprises up
to the large and prestigious cleaning companies)
thought this was a superb solution and wholly
   < +  
We’re always updating and developing our
presence, so
keep an eye
on the website
libertyhygiene.
com, on twitter
@libertyhygiene
and Facebook
Facebook.com/libertyhygiene.

For further information please contact Scott Marshall – Managing Director – Liberty Hygiene Limited on
0800 432 0235, email: info@libertyhygiene.com or visit: www.libertyhygiene.com



 



Apollo 600. The only PAT tester
to provide photographic proof
of visual inspection and
risk assessment.
PAT tester:
Full suite of electrical safety tests
Risk assessment:
For both electrical and universal risks
On-board camera:
Visual evidence to tag against records
Record any workplace test or inspection:
Including PPE, fire safety, access equipment etc.

Apollo 600 is part of the Apollo series.
Visit www.apollo-series.com
Call 0191 587 8741

l @SeawardPAT

See it in
action
JUNE 2015
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Temperatures have to be kept relatively steady in any building
     \%   _  
happy) in a sauna or an ice box. But there are certain facilities
     % &>  
 >'` 

R

ather than have a rather dry or predictable
feature about heating systems or air
conditioning units we are looking in this feature on
temperature requirements in interesting places and
for unusual purposes.

LIVERPOOL
The idea came from a feature FMJ wrote over a year ago
around Liverpool Central Library.
“Let’s start with environmental requirements. As is
commonly known, old documents and photographs
have to be stored in exacting conditions to prevent them
fading and deteriorating. At Liverpool Central Library
the main archives are kept at 18 degrees centigrade, 24
hours a day, seven days a week. The absolute most this
       
is 15 degrees, and colour negatives are kept at a chilly
      &  
the quality.
“Relative humidity is monitored as well. It must be
kept at 50 per cent and not vary by more than 5 per
    3 &  
than a constant temperature, but thus far Cofely has
managed without fault.
“The key thing is consistency,
says Stoker. “Whatever things
are like outside we must
maintain the same
conditions indoors.
(    
air coming into the
building to take out
the pollution as,
being in the city
centre there is a lot
of it. This means the
air is changed several
times an hour.”
The library contains
three million items in its
archive, across fourteen
km of shelving, including
historic treasures like the city’s
original 1207 charter. There are then
15,000 digitized photographs and millions of parish
records. The boiler room weighs 6.5 tonnes and had
 <     
cranes. On top of that the library receives over 60,000
visitors per month. Obviously it is vitally important that
temperature requirements are met.
This story raised the issue of where else FMs were

battling to keep temperatures static without anyone
else really being aware of the challenge.

REMEHA
Take Aspire Leisure Centre in Middlesex. Aspire is a
spinal injuries charity that provides practical support to
the 40,000 people living with spinal cord injuries in the
68          
lives. Located in the grounds of the Royal National
Orthopaedic Hospital in Stanmore, Aspire Leisure
Centre boasts a 25-metre swimming pool with ramped
access for wheelchair users in addition to a fully   ++ +
dance studio, and a café area.
The water in the pool has to be kept at a constant
0§$         
This isn’t just a preference issue, the spinal injury
requirements makes it essential. In order to ensure this
Remeha Quinta Pro boilers were installed six months
ago when the nine existing boilers on site began to fail.
Scott Morgan, Director of PHD Mechanical explained:
“Aside from providing hot water for showers and
 R  +     
to heat the swimming pool, maintaining
the water temperature at a constant
0§$     
and safety of the users.
Installing multiple Quinta
Pro boilers in cascade
operation not only
overcame the space
issue in the restricted
plant room, but was
  &  
solution to accurately
meeting the heat
output demand and
guaranteeing greater
reliability at the leisure
centre.”
In order to maintain the
heating and hot water services
throughout the installation, PHD
Mechanical removed the failing boilers,
rearranging the remaining functional equipment into
one bank so as to create space for the installation of the
  HB 3    
removing the remaining ageing boilers to complete the
  HB 5 R  
then positioned along the exterior of the building. With
the addition of upgraded controls and a new building

The library contains
three million items in its
  >   
    >
including historic
treasures”
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  +
energy management system in place to
allow for improved future management,
control and monitoring of the boilers, Aspire
       +   @
&     
9$+$ E  & 
of Aspire Leisure Centre commented:
“The entire move from old to new boilers
was completed in one day, enabling us
to keep the centre open for our users.
We’re delighted to report that since the
refurbishment, the pool has remained at the
correct temperature, with plenty of water
for hot showers. Even more impressive is the
energy we have saved since installing the
Remeha boilers, which equates to £7,000 in
the last six months alone.”

FOOD AND DRINK
Of course, everyone knows that food is
perhaps the biggest issue when it comes to
keeping things at exact temperatures.
As everyone involved in catering will
know keeping food at temperatures bove
t 40° F is asking for trouble. Foodborne
   -   
&
Standard advice is to always refrigerate
or freeze meat, poultry, eggs, and other
perishables as soon as you receive them on
the premises. Never let raw meat, poultry,
46
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eggs, cooked food, or cut fresh fruits and
vegetables sit at room temperature more
than two hours before putting them in
the refrigerator or freezer. Reduce that to
one hour when the temperature is above
90° F else harmful micro-organisms will
feel like they’ve been given a day out at a
theme-park.
Never defrost food at room
temperature. (Honestly, hands up anyone
who hasn’t broken this rule?)
Thaw food in the refrigerator. At the
very least de-frost in the microwave.
But more interesting than standard
food storage is the question of what to do
with wine. There is a (fairly) common idea
that the longer you leave wine the better it
gets. This is of course, total nonsense.
)       
to a year, but you need to make sure that
it is kept away from direct sunlight, stored
between 40ºF and 65ºF
And that regardless of what
temperature you choose it doesn’t
R    
degrees. Oh, and humidity can’t go above
50 per cent.
Go beyond these guidelines and your
prized bottle will be virtually undrinkable
in a matter of months. This is why serious
collectors need a cellar and can’t just stick
their wine in kitchen cabinets.

HUMANS
Finally, more interesting than pools,
food and even (perhaps) wine, is people.
What temperature do you need to
- & 
productivity?
Anyone who has sat through any FM
conference will know that a plethora of
research has been done on this subject.
Here we will look at studies undertaken
by Cornell University in the United States
and more by the Helsinki University of
Technology.
3 +  E& 
of Temperature on Task Performance
& E 4
relative productivity changes with
the temperature.’ Demonstrated that
 -   & 
kept at a temperature between 70° F
and 73° F.
>     
   :  ;  & 
(59° F saw productivity drop only ten per
cent) but too much heat made a drastic
&   +:2¨
<;
Cornell’s study settled on 77° F as
the optimum temperature to keep
& +  
      - 
drop in productivity.
Basically the conclusion is we just
don’t know the perfect temperature to
store humans at. Or either the Finns
or the Americans are just plain weird.
Could be either.

Energy Savings of up to 40%
5ISPVHIJNQSPWFEFGmDJFODZPGZPVSFYJTUJOHFRVJQNFOU
FM’s - you could be throwing money away...
Call 023 9223 0007 for your Free Health Check
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023 9223 0007

www.businessedgeltd.co.uk
Don’t just survive - Optimise and Thrive

TO ADVERTISE IN MONTH IN FM PLEASE CONTACT
DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK OR CALL 01322 476811
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FROM EVOLUTION TO REVOLUTION AS
RAWLINS UNLEASHES BATTERY
AUTOVAC IN UK

ASTON GROUP TAKES PLUMBING
TO NEW HEIGHTS!

OmniFlex Crossover Cleaner bridges
the mop v scrubber-drier divide.
Denis Rawlins Limited has unleashed
the battery-powered OmniFlex AutoVac
– a Crossover Cleaning machine
designed to do the job of advanced
scrubber-driers at a fraction of the cost.
The OmniFlex range is a modular
cleaning system that allows building
managers and cleaners on tight
budgets to ‘cross over’ from mopping
to hygienic, automated cleaning in
  Z 
Topping the OmniFlex range, the AutoVac combines the capabilities to,
dispense, spread, clean, vacuum and remove soils in a single powerful unit.
[  & \ 5:      
  ]   ^____`2 (more than 2,000m2) per hour –
outdoing all but the largest ride-on scrubber-driers.
' \ 5:   +
   -  {' 
AutoVac and a scrubber-drier each removed more than 99% of bacteria from a
 & ]  @^~   
To see the battery OmniFlex AutoVac in action, visit www.youtube.com/
watch?v=rcG98Llotyg

Ascham Homes, the Arms Length Management Organisation (ALMO) which
manages homes on behalf of Waltham Forest Council, chose Aston Group,
the leading building
services and facilities
management
company, to complete
a major overhaul of
the cold water systems
at two 11-storey
housing blocks in the
East End.
Rayner Towers
 \   
in Albany Road, were
previously served by
water tanks on the
roof of each building
that were more than
~_Z     9  +    
The solution proposed by Aston Group comprised replacing the tanks with
a new, stand-alone, boosted pump room between the two blocks – a solution
that required major groundworks and reconnecting with the mains Thames
Water supply.
Judith Page, director of property services at Ascham Homes says: “Thanks
5Q           
    ~_ 

 www.rawlins.co.uk/autovac

 www.astongroupuk.com

 0121 351 4444

ABU DHABI’S NEW AVIATION FUEL DEPOT GETS
ADVANCED PROTECTION

CROMWELL RESTRUCTURES FIELD SALES
AND LAUNCHES NEW PACKAGING DIVISION
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 www.advancedco.com

 cromwellpolythene.co.uk
 01977 686868
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Kemperol®
Liquid rooﬁng and waterprooﬁng at its very best


Ideal for roof refurbishment, repair and new build rooﬁng projects.



Complete solvent free and odourless waterprooﬁng systems available that
can be laid whilst the building is operational - Ideal for schools, hospitals,
food factories and ofﬁces. Have the work done when you want it or need it.



Kemperol® is a cold liquid application removing the ﬁre risk of hot works.



Laid in a single wet-on-wet process to form a totally seamless, durable,
ﬂeece reinforced, UV stable, elastomeric waterprooﬁng membrane that
cannot delaminate.



With BBA Approval and a life expectancy in excess of 25 years your rooﬁng
budget will never be better spent.



For more information visit www.kempersystem.co.uk

KEMPER SYSTEM LTD.
Kemper House, 30 Kingsland Grange
Woolston, Warrington, Cheshire
United Kingdom WA1 4RW
Tel: 01925 445532
Fax: 01925 575096
enquiries@kempersystem.co.uk

Kemperol Liquid Waterprooﬁng

TO ADVERTISE IN MONTH IN FM PLEASE CONTACT
DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK OR CALL 01322 476811
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PORTAKABIN GROUP WINS BEST EMPLOYER
AT APPRENTICESHIP AWARDS

LUCTRA SCOOPS AWARD FOR
OUTSTANDING PRODUCT DESIGN

The Portakabin Group, the UK’s leading modular building specialist, has
won the Large Employer of the Year category at the York Apprenticeship
Awards. These awards celebrate employers’ outstanding commitment to
apprenticeships and demonstrate the real benefits the scheme can bring
both to young people and to businesses.
In addition to the corporate award, Jordan Bean, a Portakabin
Engineering Manufacturing Apprentice, was runner up for the York
Apprentice of the Year Award in the 16-24 age category.
In the past three years, the Portakabin Group has increased its
recruitment of apprentices from one to more than 30 and has plans in
place to significantly expand the initiative over the next two years with a
view to creating a ‘Portakabin Group Academy’.
Young people have been placed across the business – at the Group’s
international headquarters and manufacturing centre in York, in its Hire
Division, at East Yorkshire-based Foremans Relocatable Building Systems,
and in its Scottish operations. The Group also now holds its own annual
‘Apprentice of the Year’ awards.

{5    "{5\!    
Dot Award for product design. The award, agreed upon by an independent
jury of internationally recognised design experts, professors and journalists, is
regarded as one of
the most prestigious
distinctions in the
industry.
The product
went under the
thorough gaze
of the esteemed
judges, with
assessment criteria
including degree
of innovation,
functionality,
ergonomics and durability. “We are thrilled to have received such a prestigious
 '' $   "  {%
    {5    
            
{5   &      
           
warm white LEDs with an illuminance of up to 1,000 lux and extremely even
light distribution ensure that the intensity and colour closely replicates daylight.
{5            
course of the day. All models are available in RADIAL or LINEAR designs.

 www.portanews.co.uk

 www.luctra.co.uk

 information@portakabin.co.uk

 0845 401 0010

OFFICE RECYCLING BIN COMBINES
STYLE WITH CONVENIENCE
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Stevenage Leisure is enjoying an increase of almost 60 per cent in sales of hot
beverages at one of its venues, Royston Leisure Centre, since the installation
of Crane Merchandising System’s VOCE Media.
Monitored by Crane, sales of drinks rose by 50 per cent throughout a four
month trial period of the new VOCE Media and have continued to rise since
the purchase of the machine, managed by East Anglia and home counties’
vending services provider, MorVend.
Nick Ross,
general manager
of Royston Leisure
Centre says:
\   
a hot drink was
something of a
distress purchase
at the Centre
but now it has
become a treat
and is becoming
part of the routine
for many. Our
customers love the modern interface, the thicker cups and the improved
#       
The impact has extended beyond hot drinks sales as the screen of the
VOCE Media has been personalised and is being used to promote various
classes and events when standing idle. These advertising and marketing
opportunities have successfully engaged leisure centre users and impacted on
the uptake of a mix of activities.

 www.leafieldrecycle.com

 www.cranems.co.uk

 comms@leafield-environmental.com
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 01225 816541

GEA DENCO
We know HVAC inside and out

Protect your HVAC equipment with
GEA Denco as your Service Provider

GEA Denco Systems
Phone: + 44 1432 277277
sales.enquiry@gea.com
www.gea-hx.com, http://denco.gea-hx.com/

Designed with the future in mind.
Amendment 3 is here, are you ready?... We are

For more information visit us at: www.metrel.co.uk

TO ADVERTISE IN MONTH IN FM PLEASE CONTACT
DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK OR CALL 01322 476811
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SOVIBRANT PROJECT WINS AT
REGIONAL BCO AWARDS
SoVibrant project ‘The
\ % +
\ 
  >\?
Regional Awards with
the refurbishment and
extension of this iconic
grade II listed building
in York.
{+  
independent strategic
creative consultancies,
SoVibrant was lead
  Q  +9\ % +   
that the project has been announced as the winner of the ‘Refurbished /
  % $ + \[ !  [ %  
NI Regional Awards ceremony, held at The Lowry Hotel in Manchester on 22
April 2015.
 @      & Z  
Grade II listed building on the banks of the River Ouse in York, within the
Central Historic Core Conservation Area. Previously used as a nightclub and
bar, the building had been unoccupied for approximately 10 years and was
showing severe signs of disrepair.
[#     
 \ %    
   $+   

5    -\5     
social area and cafe called ‘The Forum’. This new space is designed to be a
          
\       
-\5 $       {
surprise that
their latest head
  
epitomises
modern
architecture. It is
evident that every
small detail of the
project has been
carefully thought
 -\5+
house architect,
Martin Pascoe
and architectural
 
Architects.
 \    
  9  +    
  X = -\5

 www.sovibrant.co.uk

 www.scanomat.co.uk

 01423 789388

 0800 032 7581

PAT BYRNE JOINS CONDAIR

BM TRADA OFFERS FREE FIRE DOOR
SEMINAR AT FIREX INTERNATIONAL
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 www.condair.co.uk

 www.bmtrada.com

 uk.info@condair.com
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COFFEE IS THE CENTRE OF NEW ‘SOCIAL’
WORKSPACE FOR ROYAL INSTITUTE OF
BRITISH ARCHITECTS HQ
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 01903 850200

 testing@bmtrada.com

 01494 569 800

Protecting UK
businesses
from downtime
and disaster

TIME AND COST SAVINGS.
SMALLER FOOTPRINT.
EASIER SYSTEM ACCESS.
LESS DOWNTIME.
REDUCED PROJECT RISK.

We’ll be exhibiting at the Facilities Show in
June. Come and see us on stand N1350 and find
out how we can help protect UK businesses:

VICTAULIC EXPERIENCE CENTRE
Units B1 & B2, SG1 Industrial Park,
Cockerell Close, Gunnels Wood Road
Stevenage, Hertfordshire, SG1 2NB
+44 (0) 1438 310 690
Email: viceuro@victaulic.com

• Flood Protection: including flood defences
and flood risk assessments
• Planned Preventive Maintenance (PPM):
scheduled maintenance to prevent downtime

VICTAULIC IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF VICTAULIC COMPANY.
© 2015 VICTAULIC COMPANY. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

• Asset Protection: protective coatings
and linings to safeguard equipment from
degradation
• Fuel Services: from fuel polishing to delivery,
ensuring businesses runs smoothly

surfacing solutions

Epoxy
Coatings

Anti-slip
Finishes

Repair
Mortars

Heavy Duty
Screeds

Surfacing solutions for internal applications

01978 661 991
www.conren.com info@conren.com

www.adlerandallan.co.uk

TO ADVERTISE IN MONTH IN FM PLEASE CONTACT
DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK OR CALL 01322 476811
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PINK HYGIENE CELEBRATES ITS
1ST ANNIVERSARY
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80 L & 100 L TRIPLE MOTOR WET & DRY VACUUM CLEANERS
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 www.pinkhygiene.co.uk

 www.kiamproducts.co.uk

 0800 3899907

 0151 548 5500

 hello@pinkhygiene.co.uk

 kiamproducts@aol.com

GEZE UK APPOINTED TO MAINTAIN
A SWIFT ENTRANCE

BURLINGTON GROUP CLAIMS A UK FIRST
FOR DEBT COLLECTION

{+  
manufacturer of door
and window control
Q!!{
has secured a service
  9\ +
Greatest Palace’.
The company has
been awarded the
contract to keep the
automatic doors at
\ = +
new café and shop
operating smoothly.
GEZE installed a pair of automatic sliding glass doors with Slimdrive SL
operators at the main entrance to the visitor centre. It is an intelligent automatic
   $      
closing a door manually would not be appropriate.
When the Slimdrive SL was approaching the end of its warranty period,
the company’s team of experienced engineers provided a free-of-charge
maintenance check – and won the maintenance contract on the spot.
  % $  \ =  %
were impressed by GEZE’s service and by the fact that they have regionally
based engineers. This means that they can respond quickly should the doors
ever develop an operating problem, which is essential for a visitor attraction as
  \ = 
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 www.geze.co.uk
 info.uk@geze.com
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NEW KIAM 3 MOTOR VACUUM CLEANER
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 01543 443000

 www.burlingtongroup.co.uk
 debtrecovery@burlingtongroup.co.uk

 0330 900 8000

Aspire to lead

Achieve the world’s most sought
after professional status
RICS is the professional home for leaders in facilities management.
Our qualiﬁcation provides a career path for aspiring leaders demonstrating
the highest standards of professionalism.
As the only chartered qualiﬁcation in FM, RICS offers:
• Professional status
• Recognition of your proven leadership and strategic credentials
• A genuine competitive advantage – increased earnings of £10k per year*
• A range of professional development
• A network of over 118,000 professionals worldwide.
*RICS and Macdonald & Company UK Rewards & Attitudes Survey 2015

Contact us today: t +44 (0)24 7686 8433 e join@rics.org w rics.org/fmhub

B.E.G.



B.E.G.



www.beg-luxomat.com

info@beguk.co.uk

TO ADVERTISE IN MONTH IN FM PLEASE CONTACT
DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK OR CALL 01322 476811
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RAYTEMP 6 INFRARED
NON-CONTACT
THERMOMETER

A SEAL OF APPROVAL FOR OCS FROM QUEEN
MARY’S HOSPITAL

The new RayTemp 6 infrared non-contact
thermometer is a compact, durable and easy to use
instrument, simply aim and pull the trigger to display the
temperature of the item being measured over the range of
-60 to 550 °C.
Each thermometer incorporates an eight dot circle laser
indicator, which allows you to precisely target the diameter
of the area to be measured. As you move closer or further
from the target the laser circle changes diameter, indicating the
measurement area. The unit incorporates a 12:1 optic
ratio (target distance/diameter ratio) and features an adjustable
emissivity which allows the user to measure a variety of
surface types.
The RayTemp 6 has a clear, easy to read, custom LCD display
that features a backlight for when ambient light levels are low and an
Z  
     -=~
splash-proof case and features a three-button
keypad, allowing the user to select °C/°F, display
hold or one of the many mode options available.
The RayTemp 6 infrared non-contact
      
each exclusive of VAT and available direct from
     ~Z_
 www.etiltd.com

 01903 202151

International total facilities management provider OCS will extend a wide
range of facilities services delivered to Oxleas NHS Foundation Trust at
Queen Mary’s Hospital (QMH) in Sidcup through a contract that has been
awarded for the next three years. OCS, which has worked at QMH since 2006,
providing cleaning, washroom, linen management, pest control, window
cleaning, and security services, will provide nine new services to the hospital
from 1st April 2015.
Lin Strachan, head of facilities for Oxleas NHS Foundation Trust,
 X*      \  
neighbouring boroughs and treats around 250,000 patients each year. We
need service partners who can help us provide service excellence, and OCS
has shown a clear understanding of our needs, a strong commitment to
     & 
      

 www.ocs.co.uk

 sales@etiltd.com

THE ECO TECHNOLOGY SHOW
3 E3  -00@0 *  # 
E 9      
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 @    -           
     
!          
• A whole morning of talks hosted by the Energy managers Association
including ‘Being an energy manager in public & private sector’.
• Benefits of Energy Performing Contracting (NHS): Alexandra Hammond of
the NHS explains how the organisation used Energy Performing Contracts as
a way of making energy efficiency improvements and paid for them through
the resulting savings.
• Case Study: ESOS –
the benefits of going
beyond compliance:
Identifying that rather
than being a burden,
an ESOS audit can
open up a range
of energy and cost
saving opportunities.
Sandra Norval, head
of environment,
Thameslink.

 www.ecotechnologyshow.co.uk
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SARNAFIL SELF ADHERED GOES ON IN NO TIME,
HELPING TO KEEP YOUR PROJECT COSTS DOWN.
The Sarnaﬁl Self Adhered ﬂat rooﬁng system from Sika is BBA certiﬁed
in excess of 40 years. It’s quick and easy to install by our experienced
contractors, helping to keep costs down. Plus, we provide a range of
comprehensive full system guarantees for your complete peace of mind.
For more information call 01707 358 500
or email sarnaﬁlrooﬁng@uk.sika.com
#sarnaﬁlselfadhered

TO ADVERTISE IN MONTH IN FM PLEASE CONTACT
DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK OR CALL 01322 476811

MONTH IN FM

ASFP OFFERS FREE PASSIVE FIRE
PROTECTION SEMINARS AT FIREX
INTERNATIONAL 2015

CULLIGAN FORECASTS HIGH GROWTH
FOLLOWING RECORD SALES YEAR

3 #   B :#B;&  
 >     -    
     @ 
   %      
      
    
5       
            
responsibilities, as well as highlighting what to look for when installing or
maintaining installed systems.
The second seminar will take place on Thursday 18 June. While still suitable
for the building occupier, risk assessor and building inspector, it aims to
     
knowledge of contractors who
specify and install such systems
and other trades that may damage
   
of their work.
The seminars will be held in
the South Gallery, overlooking
the exhibition hall. All delegates
will receive free entry to the ASFP
seminar of their choice and VIP
access to Firex International.

 >{?     
management.
Chris Smith, managing
director, has brought
his extensive business
management and industry
experience to the company.
“We have strengthened the
Culligan team, undertaken
extensive retraining and
focused on the issues
important to our customers.
Our sales team has been
working hard combining
equipment and bespoke chemicals to create tailored solutions that improve
 #     Z   
The strategy is paying dividends with record sales resulting in a 23 per cent
        ~   
      
“There is a great deal of potential in the marketplace, particularly in the
facilities management market where water quality is vital. Our treatment
systems allow customers to reduce water costs by treating it, preventing
scaling and impurities to reduce maintenance costs. Our new focus delivers a
      $    -+
an attractive proposition that is being well received and contributing to the
     & 

 www.asfp.org.uk

 www.culligan.co.uk

 01420 471612

 info@asfp.org.uk

 01494 441286

 commercial@culligan.co.uk

THE INTERNET OF FACILITIES MANAGEMENT THINGS
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washrooms allows maintenance
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times and less when there is lower
 +  

 www.eurotech.com  +44 (0)1223 411200
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YES, WE CLOUD

CUSTOM DESIGNED
ENTRANCE MATTING

Is your washroom
ﬂushing money away?
Sensazone can help
Introducing Sensazone – an easy to install,
all in-one solution to reduce water wastage
and energy bills.
Occupancy is constantly monitored by PIR sensors

THE ENTRANCE MATTING EXPERTS

intelligently linked to the water and power supplies.
This ensures the full range of washroom utility
services are available on demand but

• Nationwide installation service
• Same day collection or next day delivery

automatically shut down when the
washroom is not in use.

• Supply only options available
• Offering a complete product range solution

Call us on 01234 314 314
or visit syncros.co.uk

Powersave Solutions LTD offers businesses a complete solution to
their lighting needs. From technical surveys and energy reports to
the manufacture of high grade LEDs and installation; we help
increase energy efficiency and lower lighting and
maintenance costs.
THE
THE
ASSESSMENT
PROPOSAL
Our team of experts
assess your existing
lighting and energy use
pattern

We prepare a detailed
proposal showing
current situation,
improvements, energy
savings, cost of materials
& installation
(if required)

THE
IMPROVEMENT

Increased energy
efficiency, NBTTJWFMZ
decreased billsand an
improved workenvironment.

Solenoid valves
control the water
consumption
of taps, urinals
and WCs

Sensor ensures lights
function only when required
by occupancy and ambient
light levels

Power shut-off prevents
ventilation system over-run

Call us now on +44 (0) 118 969 1611
or email sales@cistermiser.co.uk for more
information about Sensazone or any
of our products

With our Our Pay As You Save (PAYS) scheme this
improvement can be self financed.
It PAYS for itself with the savings on your lighting bill
and requireT 0 capital investment.

Email us today on sales@powersavesolutions.co.uk
to arrange a free technical survey or come and
speak to the team on stand T1375at
The Facilities Show, 16th - 18th June, ExCel.
e-mail: sales@powersavesolutions.co.uk facebook.com/powersavesolutions www.powersavesolutions.co.uk

www.cistermiser.co.uk

TO ADVERTISE IN MONTH IN FM PLEASE CONTACT
DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK OR CALL 01322 476811

MONTH IN FM

MANN+HUMMEL VOKES AIR TO PRESENT
MULTI-SITE FILTER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM AT
FACILITIES SHOW 2015

ORBIS GAME TO SUPPORT HELP FOR HEROES
AT CIH MANCHESTER

System reduces cost, stock and
administration for FM companies.
   X5[[*{XX!
:!'5-     
     
Facilities Show 2015 in June.
The method – dubbed Multi-Site
Filter Management – analyses the
local environment and installed HVAC
      
that is standardised across a number
of buildings in a region.
The company’s Simon Hughes
explains “Multi-Site Filter Management
is a two-stage process. First, we
look at the local environmental
      
 
centres on providing the right level of air quality whilst minimising energy
consumption. Next, we examine the air delivery systems installed in the
 #      
5 9Z Z +       
for customers managing multiple sites.
X5[[*{XX!:!'5-   '^_

Vacant property expert Orbis is to support the charity Help for Heroes with a
game for delegates at CIH Manchester from 23-25 June.
Delegates are warmly
invited to Orbis’s stand
D39 to participate in the
‘50 Reasons to Choose
Orbis’ card game.
The idea is to match
pairs of cards showing
an array – over 50 – of
Orbis’s vacant property
management products
and services. For every
player, Orbis will donate
*  * 
charity formed to help
those who have been
  \ +
&5 
the three-day event, the delegate at the top of the leader board will win a
  *"
Orbis will also be showcasing its fantastic client satisfaction results at stand
D39. In a recent survey, clients said that they rated Orbis number one, and they
     + 
Orbis will also be showcasing its lone worker protection solutions at the PfH
(Procurement for Housing) stand P81.

 www.vokesair.com

 www.orbisprotect.com

 0800 083 0850

 info@orbisprotect.com

SPEED MEASUREMENT AND IMAGE
CAPTURE OPTIONS

VISIT FRESHGROUND AT FACILITIES SHOW
2015 TO ENTER OUR PRIZE DRAW

   { @ 
  *
approved safety cameras
for Police speed law
enforcement purposes.
However they now have a
wide range of lower cost
speed measuring equipment
to cover the requirements
of industry, Community
Speedwatch and Local
Authority clients.
Products include TruSign
vehicle activated signs (VAS),
hand-held laser and radar
speed guns, radar based
bicycle counters and a radar spot speed camera with optional ANPR.
The radar based VAS are lightweight, low-power consumption and available
with amber or three-colour LED output. TruSign can be mains, battery or solar
powered and can store 200,000 speed measurements. Fixed, portable, and
movable mounting options are available.
Several models of speed gun are available including very low speed options
for warehouse or marine applications.
For clients needing to acquire an image of a speeding vehicle then the 2
 :-5Z       ' \Z
Direction capability.
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freshground.co.uk – Great Coffee · Simplicity · No Pressure.

 www.truvelouk.com

 www.freshground.co.uk

 calvin@truvelouk.com
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 020 8847 4400

 sales@freshground.co.uk

 0845 845 1500

WORKPLACE TRAINING

Contact us TODAY to discuss how our
complete service solution will work for
your business.
 Cleaning and Hygiene Products
 Business Supplies
 CIEH Accredited Online Training

0844 499 6380
nationwide-hygiene.com
nhgbusinesssupplies.com
Operational Sectors:

FM • Healthcare • Higher Education • Government • Industrial • Catering • Commercial & Retail • Business Supplies

Local service. National network. International strength.
OUR
INTERNATIONAL
PARTNERS

TO ADVERTISE IN MONTH IN FM PLEASE CONTACT
DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK OR CALL 01322 476811

MONTH IN FM

KM CLEANING SERVICES PLC EXPANDS
WASHROOM SERVICES TEAM

KM Cleaning Services PLC has expanded their
washroom provision by developing a new and
dedicated Washroom Services team.
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KM Cleaning Services will provide:
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customer needs
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Products and Services:
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• Clinical Waste
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 www.kmcleaningservices.co.uk
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 0800 468 1900

The next generation
of lighting control
systems has arrived
CP Electronics, the leading lighting controls
manufacturer in the UK, offers you the next
generation of RAPID: a smarter, evolved
and cutting-edge solution to meet the most
complex lighting control scenarios. It has
all the benefits you would expect from our
fully addressable and networkable systems,
plus more.


        
     
• Modular design – specify for CatA,
expandable for CatB, from 8 to 12 outputs
 

    

• Mixed dimming and volt-free
output options
• Works with our patented Energy
Measurement Technology
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Call us today on +44 (0)333 900 0671 or
visit our website     
   

Washrooms
NeedCleaning
Cleaning
WashroomsDon’t
Don’t Just
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01634 826781
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FIRST PERSON

EDUCATION

MANAGING BUILDINGS
TO SUIT END USER NEEDS
Although BIM is becoming more prominent across the construction industry and continuing to transform traditional
ways of working, it is still not common practice. To this end, Paul French, commercial market manager at British
Gypsum takes a look at the challenges facilities managers (FMs) are currently facing in the adoption of BIM and the
importance of communicating the right data, in the right format, throughout the entire project process

P

roof of the potential cost savings
BIM can bring to the sector
has recently been highlighted , but
challenges and opportunities still
remain. For FMs, the success of BIM
hinges on harnessing data in the
right way to ensure they are able to
         $#
minimising the disruptive impact of
maintenance on end users.
With 95 per cent of the industry
 # # #  * (
BIM is a real hot topic in the FM world
and the supply chain as a whole. With
  % ( G  %  
hosted a roundtable to explore the
full potential of the process and the
challenges we need to overcome ahead
of the adoption of BIM Level 2 in 2016.
9 %  " % & 
areas of the supply chain attended
  (    # .   (
% # #   G9- -( /
(    %%  
/% 7   3.( 9  ? (
G7- %  % #   
 9    ; * (
technical account manager at CADline.
.      

(     #
theme of improving supply chain
%%  (     -
to be involved earlier in the process
and the importance of accurate data
 #    %   
all parties.

FACILITATING BIM
)  ( G7-  :  
industry with the tools necessary to
accurately measure the original project
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objectives against real-life standard of
% ( % #   2
currently possible.
;(   %   -
to be involved from the beginning of
the planning process for any building
programme. This will ensure they gain
  #
  #   * 
 %    #    #
to successfully manage the property
once built.

SHARING ACCURATE DATA
While access to a high volume of data
     % # *   *
 G7-(        
its undoing. Sharing inaccurate data is
not only a waste of time for all parties
  (      % 
&       0
  &    %   
programme during its life.
9       #   
accurate and shared in the correct way
is listening to those that are going to
be using the information following the
delivery of the project – the facilities
manager.
8      ( -
%   %%  #  *
 %  :    
   7   ( -
should ensure that the model allows
  &    %   
 z  "%  &  
   #    ?A94
: %  ;     
is measured and communicated must
be useful and relevant to those in
charge of managing and maintaining
the building.

COMMUNICATION IS KEY
While it serves to encourage
 ( G7-   #  #
 ##  # *   ## 
we are facing within the supply chain;
   %%   )  (
   #     
to ensure the integrity of the model
remains intact.
The need for communication is
heightened further by the fact that it
is rare for FMs to be in post any more
than three months before project
% (     
stage four when all of the prices are
 *%       ;
      #(
which could be easily eliminated if FMs
are involved earlier.
? (  %0    
the roundtable agreed that managing
   # #     
$ %  # & 
challenge.
Bringing FMs in at an earlier stage
in the process and giving them the
opportunity to provide input will
highlight many problems before
they arise and also eliminate the

need to update the model to more
  |    
  (    % $  #
expectations of what they want from
    #(        
feasible within the constraints of the
project.

MAKING BIM WORK
The industry is on a very steep
  #    G7-( 
 
adoption of BIM processes presents
        (
   "%    * G7can bring to the industry as a whole.
7  %%( %    
this problem by providing accurate
data. It is evident from the discussion
  G  % G7- 
(
 # %%   : 
throughout the supply chain. British
 %2    # # 
selection of functions together to
discuss the process is contributing to
a greater understanding of how the

    # 9
one of the roundtable panellists said –
“we are building the future.”
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12 OCTOBER, LONDON

Join us to celebrate the best in FM
Tickets and tables are available for the BIFM Awards ceremony
taking place on 12 October at The Grosvenor House Hotel, London

SPONSORS

The BIFM Awards is a must-attend event for anyone in, or
interested in, facilities management. Attracting over 1,350
professionals, the black tie event is a highlight of the FM calendar.
Alongside acknowledging the best in the FM industry, the event
also encompasses networking, celebration and fun.

THE 2014 CEREMONY SOLD OUT,
SO EARLY BOOKING IS A MUST.
www.bifmawards.org/the-ceremony

6th October 2015 • Hilton London Wembley

This exclusive one day event is set within a highly
focused environment for thought provoking
discussions on reducing energy costs, meeting
government legislations and increasing the
efficiency of energy use throughout organisations.
The Summit will allow you to:
•
•
•
•

Build new business relationships
Grow and develop your business
Attend industry leading seminars with our expert speakers
Network with other industry professionals

For more information contact Lisa Rose
or Gillian Small on 01992 374100
or ems@forumevents.co.uk

awards@bifm.org.uk

FIRST PERSON

PEOPLE

RICS ANNOUNCES FOUR
NEW APPOINTMENTS TO
FM BOARD
The Royal Institution of
Chartered Surveyors (RICS)
has announced four new
appointments to its facilities management board.
RICS has welcomed Dr Rachel Dick, senior FM consultant at Mace
Macro, Sam Hockman, director of operations at Serco, Deborah
Rowland, head of property asset management at the Ministry of
7    ~ $# &"    =`^" $
Services as its newest FM board members.
The board, also known as the RICS Facilities Management
^&  /"#   " & 
  
the additional four appointments, bringing together a diverse
range of professional experience and skills. The board will work to
further establish professional facilities management as a key area
of business strategy for organisations of every size and position,
"" $  ]   & O"    
This news follows the recent appointment of Kath Fontana,
managing director of BAM FM Ltd, as chair of the RICS FM board.
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EMPRISE ANNOUNCES KEY APPOINTMENTS
Support services provider, Emprise Services plc, has appointed Mark Beadle as
 "   ?     *   &(    % # 
number of other key appointments.
G 2 *    %   #
         # 
 
  # %  
-   0  % $ *
years away, and has held a variety of non"       #  
 #    
; *%     G # ? #
as head of human resources, Lucy Irish as
   % #  - 4    
account director.

Olleco appoints National Accounts Director
Olleco has further strengthened its senior management
team, with the appointment of Duncan McLaren who will
head up National Accounts. This development follows a
     
#    $   
     
McLaren brings a wealth of sales experience from
     $      
%  \ $  
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CAREER LADDER

Facilities Management is known to be a career
Name: Barry Moore

that people fall into from other sectors. In

Current role:
Performance Director,
Gather & Gather

this regular column, FMJ chats to a facilities

Born: Hertfordshire

and takes a look at their career path. This month

Lives: London

we talk to Barry Moore from Gather and Gather

?  $   +@
When I was a student at catering college
*   - $ $
    ]
   $
 $  $ -
     > 
not) what happened in the evening and
$ 
?  $ + 
;~ @
  +    
then, but in the 1990s I was running
the catering team within the support
    + 
  $   
   
portfolio.
?  $     
_&   
]@
$  @
5`   + -@  
5      
operations. We had a range of clients
      
functions however the name FM was
not common. I had a much better idea
    $
%\$Q 5  
   X  
covered a number of service streams as
part of a single integrated outsourced
model. It was during this time that I
realised that catering and other support
  @ X-+
      
? What made you choose FM as
 @
    
-    X` 
 $ 5  - 
  $
 $ $` @
%    $

 ] 
for a number of support services as part
of a rationalisition with 10 properties
consolidating down into a single
  ___   
    
services across 25 corporate locations
 _   
? How did you progress through
 "& $  @
I have fallen deeper and deeper into
FM, despite catering being the career
I trained for. The two disciplines are
connected and as the role of catering in
 $   
connection with FM. For example, the
 $     
  $   
model.
? What is your greatest
contribution to the FM sector, or
$  @
-+     $
$  
senior manager on the client side. In
 -+    
passion for great food and service. I
am passionate about how food and
service, coupled with great design,
   $  -
 @  $  
    @ 
     
perception of food in an FM model.
? What’s changed most since you
 ;~@
Food is now considered more than a
-+  
    ]+ 
    $ -
  $   +
    
before with tastes and expectations
    
     @

professional about how they got into the sector

eat well through focus on health and
  X  $  
to respond to that change. We now have
 $   
    $ 
      ] 
? If you could do one thing
    $$ ;~#
  @
%  Q 
Q    $
    
    ]
 
   $$ ]  
 X   $ 
consultants about the impact food can
  $ $
  $ $- 
$    
$  
? What advice would you give
to young people coming into the
"& @
%    
       $ 
 # 
 ]    
    
of great customer service and learn
from the best businesses. For me,
  $
      
       
 $  
       
help with understanding service and
relationships.
? What would make the biggest
     ;~ @
   @
  $
     
 $    % 
engage with clients and the consultants

&    
      
$ 
  $
 !  
  $   *
for example, need to be included so
that FM provides real strategic value.
$   ] @
need to be proactive about setting the
aspirations and needs of our clients.
With a bolder, more positive approach
  #  
      
well thought through solutions and not
@ 
? Who’s your mentor (either in FM
  $@
I am a big believer in mentors and I
    +   
  -+ 
    
Marc Vestringhe, chairman of Catering
& Allied, taught me how to manage
people through encouragement and
     
 -5  
chap named Kevin Bouchier recognised
  $  
  X  $ 
and mentored me into being successful
      
   $
  $ - 
    ^__ $
   [ 
    $
I learnt through this process and with
 + & 
 ` 
 9    +
5     X"
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Would you, or someone you know, like to be featured in our career ladder column? If you’re an operational
FM with more than 10 years’ experience in the sector, then email charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk
JUNE 2015
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“Kay and her team provide a
seamless outsourced switchboard
service. The result? Lower costs,
outstanding service levels.”
Moneypenny client since 2010

Kay, Moneypenny Receptionist

Moneypenny will support your
existing team by looking after

  
       
moneypenny.co.uk
0333 202 1005

TELEPHONE
ANSWERING

PENELOPE
PHONE SYSTEM

OUTSOURCED
SWITCHBOARD

DIGITAL
SWITCHBOARD

